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SPORTS: Wildcats' Morris To Return By SEC Opener
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Report says Bush OK'd
spying on Americans

Caroling Chorus

NEW YORK (AP) — The
National Secunty Agency has
eavesdropped, without warrants,
on as many 500 people inside
the United States at any given
time since 2002, The New York
limes reported today.
That year, following the Sept.
I I attacks, President Bush
authorized the NSA to monitor
the international phone calls and
international e-mails of hundreds — perhaps thousands —
of people inside the United
States, the 7imes reported.
Before the program began,
the NSA typically limited its
domestic surveillance to foreign
GREG TRAVIS/tedger
8 Times FMotos
Youngsters from the
First Baptist Church of
Murray's Mothers Day
Out program made several stops around the
court square Thursday
morning singing Christmas carols. Among the
stops for the 4- and 5year-old children were
the
Murray
Fire
Department and the
Murray Police Department. Approximately 24
children participated in
the
holiday-oriented
activities. They also
made stops at several
other
businesses
around town.

embassies and missions and
obtained court orders for such
investigations. Overseas, 5,000
to 7,000 people suspected of terrorist ties are monitored at one
time.
The Times said reporters
interviewed nearly a dozen current and former administration
officials about the program and
granted
them
anonymity
because of the classified nature
of the program.
Government officials credited the new program with uncovering several terrorist plots,
including one by lyman Fans,
an Ohio trucker who pleaded

guilty
in
2003 to supporting alQaida
by
planning to
destroy the
Brooklyn
Bridge. the
report said.
But some
Bush
NSA officials were so
concerned about the legality of
the program that they refused to
participate. the Times said.
Questions about the legality of

•See Page 2A

Fewer fights, more cursing
reported at state's schools
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's public
school students last scar used profanity, skipped
detention and disrupted class more, but fewer students were suspended and expelled, the Kentucky
Center for School Safety reported.
More than 48.000 of the state's 636,000 students, or slightly less than 8 percent. committed
offenses that resulted in suspension, corporal punishment or expulsion.
And there was a drop for the third straight year
in disciplinary actions for more serious offenses.
such as aggravated assault, larceny and arson.
"Statistically, schools are still the safest place
to be in our communities." said Jon Akers, executive director of the school safety center. "It's not a
perfect place. But it's a safer place."
Schools also reported a drop in drug-abuse violations and aggressive behavior such as fighting.

possessing weapons and threatening and intimidating students and teachers, according to the
report released Thursday The report was based on
schools' discipline data for the 2004-05 school
year.
Jefferson County teacher Joani Byrum said she
has noticed a rise in students cursing over the I I
years she taught at Doss High School._
"We have music videos and cartoons like South
Park that are out there and that just encourage it.
and people laugh about it." said Byrum, who
transferred to Louisville Male Traditional High
this year."Of course, the kids are going to emulate
that."
The report showed that once again black stu-

•See Page 2A

PVA Jackson files; Son Light
Tucker plans to run
for 4th District seat
3
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway Property Valuation
Administrator Ronnie Jackson
has filed for re-election for a
fifth term in office as a
Democrat
and Coldwater resident Othel
H." Sonny"
Tucker will
challenge
Fourth
District
Magistrate
Jackson
Johnny
Gingles for
his seat on Calloway Fiscal
Court.
Jackson,60,of Taylor's Store
Road, Murray, said Wednesday
that he loves the job and serving
Calloway County residents and
that he is grateful for the support
of voters in the past.
"I have enjoyed my tenure as
the PVA of Calloway County
and appreciate the opportunity
the voters have given me. I
hope to be able to continue to try
to give the same high level of
quality service we have given in
the past." Jackson said.
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. said Jackson would
almost certainly run unopposed
in the May 2006 Primary.
"Only one other person has
passed the test and he says he's

not interested in running,"
Coursey said. Also, Tucker, 66, says he is
planning to throw his hat in the
ring for a run at Calloway
County Fiscal Court's Fourth
District magistrate's position as
a Democrat.
Tucker said he would file his
papers in January for another
run at the Fourth District magistrate's seat after making an
unsuccessful run for the job in
1998. He will again run against
Johnny Gingles, who has filed
for re-election to a third term.
Tucker said Thursday that
there are several things he might
do differently if elected, but primarily he wants to see that all
county and district residents are
treated fairly.
"Naturally I want to make
sure all of
our
roads
and bridges
are safe and
I want all the
taxpayers in
the fourth
district to get
their money's worth ...
not just a
Tucker
few
over
here and a few over there." he
said.
"I will work with fiscal court

AP
Rays of light are seen from a window as a priest walks through the Church of the Nativity, traditionally believed
to be the birthplace of Jesus Christ, in the West Bank town of Bethlehem Wednesday.

II See Page 2A
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Company builds two homes
for auction, Katrina relief
LE41NGTON. Ky. (AP) A Lexington company hopes to
raise about $500,000 or more for
Hurricane Katrina relief by auctioning two homes built with
donated materials, services and
time.
Sixty-seven vendors and suppliers contributed materials and
services, and Ball Homes
employees donated their time on
evenings and weekends to build
the houses, said Jim Parsons,
Ball Homes' business manager.

Town Crier
NOTICE
II The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees called a special
meeting for 3 p.m. today for
an executive session. A community reception for a CEO
candidate will follow at 4:30
p.m. in the board room.
•The 641 Water District
Board of Directors is scheduled to meet at 4:30 p.m. on
Monday, Dec. 19, in the office
of lawyer Richard Jones located on North Sixth Street in
Murray.
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes a rezoning
request for 807 and 908
Coldwater Road and a preliminary review of Summerfield
subdivision on Neale Trail.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
variance
requests
for
University
Shops, 2000
Melrose Drive and Singer
Sewing Center.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

-One hundred percent of the
proceeds will go to hurricane
relief," Parsons said Thursday.
The auctions Jan. 21 will
benefit
the
Bush-Clinton
Katrina Relief Fund. As soon as
the sales close, probably 30 days
after the auction, a check will be
delivered to former President
George H.W. Bush for the
Katrina fund, Parsons said.
The idea came from Ball
Homes Vice President Mike
Ball. The company and its
employees donated $27,000 to
the Salvation Army shortly after
Hurricane Katrina battered New
Orleans and several southern
states. But members of the Ball
family who operate Lexington's
largest home-building company

never thought they had done
enough. The Lexington house has an
estimated market value of
$250,000 and is in the
Chilesburg Cove subdivision off
Richmond Road and Hayes
Boulevard.
It has 2,860 square feet, with
four bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, a
master suite and two-car garage.
The Louisville house is valued at $275,000. It has 3,070
square feet and is in the Reserve
at Glenmary.
Lexington-based Ball Homes
was incorporated in 1959 by
Don and Mira Ball and now
builds in several central
Kentucky counties. It expanded
into the Louisville area in 19()7

Ronnie Jackson
Party: Democrat
Birthdate: Dec 29, 1944
Education: B.S. degree in
history, agnculture and political science; M.S. in agncultural economics
Family: wife, Donna son,
Mitch
Experience: state certified;
has served tour previous
terms

°the! H. "Sonny"
Tucker
Party: Democrat
Birthdate: Jan. 13, 1939
Education: Kirksey High
School graduate; certified in
real estate and air conditioning/refrigeration
Family: wife. Paula; son,
Travis
Experience: none in office:
previous run in 1998.
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From Front

PoliceSherittlogs
Murray Police Department
• Kenneth Knipp, 48 of Alm°, was served Thursday at the
Calloway County jail with warrants charging him with 10 counts of
theft by unlawful taking less than $300, 10 counts of seconddegree forgery arid one count of receiving stolen property more
than $300,
• An attempted burglary was reported at 10:01 a.m. Thursday at
Forest View Apartments office.
•Extra patrol was requested Thursday morning after a caller from
14th and Olive streets said an unknown black male came into a
house Wednesday night.
• Extra patrol was requested Thursday morning after two white
males in a white car attempted to break into a house Wednesday
night in the General Jackson/Williamsburg area.
• Criminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at Bel-Air Center at
2:22 p.m. Thursday.
• A theft was reported at JCPenney at 2:58 p.m. Thursday. Two
officers were assisting a Kentucky State Police unit at 12:25 a.m.
Friday at Fourth and Chestnut streets in reference to the theft at
the store.
• Someone came into the station to report a break-in at 4:04 p.m.
Thursday.
•A caller from 1710B Oakhill Drive reported at 12:30 a.m. Friday
a purse stolen from Corvette Lanes.
• Criminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at the Di9 Apple at
12:33 a.m. Friday
Murray State University Police Department
• A caller reported at 4:45 p.m. Wednesday a vehicle paintballed
while it was parked in front of White College. The vehicle was not
damaged and the owner cleaned off the paint.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A caller from Dunbar Road reported at 8:11 p.m. Wednesday
that his neighbor tapped into his phone line.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

From Front

at cutting down disruptive stuand all the magistrates using
dent behavior.
dents were disproportionately
He acknowledged that a good common' sense and good
disciplined. More than 20 per- reporting change this year also judgment in every way.
cent of the students expelled or could be responsible for some of Calloway County is a good
suspended during the 2004-05 the decreases. The change gives place to live, but I want to make From Front
school year were black, even schools more flexibility in how it better."
the program led the administrathough they made upjust 10 per- they identify discipline inciTucker is a member of Lord's tion to temporarily suspend it
cent of the state's 635,661 pub- dents.
Church and coaches Junior Pro last year and impose new restriclic students.
For example, a student who elementary basketball. He also tions.
School safety officials said acts out in class could be classi- participates in the Junior Pro
State
of
Secretary
they were encouraged by the fied as "disturbing class," "defi- Football League at Calloway Condoleezza Rice was asked
apparent decline in fighting, ance of authority" or -other." In County High School. He is a today about the program.
threatening and gun possession, the past, schools were limited to member of a Community
"I'm not going to comment
after increases in recent years.
Emergency Response Team on intelligence matters," she
one or two categories.
"Kids realize now that, if
Similarly, schools reported a (CERT) and the President's told NBC's -Today" show. But
they are going to be engaging in decline in threatening and intim- Citizens Corps.
Rice did say that President Bush
aggressive behaviors in the idation, but terroristic threatenSo far, Gingles, the current "has always said he would do
schools, then there's going to be ing saw an increase, leading office holder for the 4th District, everything he can to protect the
consequences," Akers said.
Akers to speculate that some and Tucker are the only candi- American people. but within the
He said schools are setting schools might have reclassified dates that have filed for the law, and with due regard for
clearer discipline policies and incidents into that category.
office. The county's fourth dis- civil liberties because he takes
are trying new programs aimed
trict includes the northwestern seriously his responsibility..
portions of both Murray and
"The president acted lawfully
Calloway County.
in every step that he has taken."
Rice said, "to defend the
American people and to defend
the people within his constitutional responsibility."
Caroline .Fredrickson, director
of the Washington legislative
Tonight will become partly
cloudy with lows in the mid.20s. office of the American Civil
Saturday will be partly Liberties Union,said the group's
cloudy in the morning and initial reaction to the NSA disbecome mostly cloudy with closure was -shock that the
administration has gone so far in
highs in the mid 40s.
violating American cis liber-
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ties to the extent where it seems
to be a violation of federal law.Asked about the administration's contention that the eavesdropping has disrupted terrorist
attacks, Fredrickson said the
ACLU couldn't comment until it
sees some evidence. -They've
veiled these powers in secrecy
so there's no way for Congress
or any independent organizatiOns to exercise any oversight."
Earlier this week. the
Pentagon said it was reviewing
its use of a classified database of
information about suspicious
people and activity inside the
United States after a report by
NBC News said the database
listed activities of anti-war
groups that were not a security
threat to Pentagon property or
personnel.
Pentagon
spokesmen
declined to discuss the matter on
the record but issued a written
statement Wednesday evening
that implied' — but did not
explicitly acknowledge — that
some information had been handled improperly.
The Bush administration had
briefed congressional leaders
about the NSA program and
notified the judge in charge ot
the
Foreign
IntelligenLT
Surveillance Court, the secret
Washington court that handles
national security issues.
The Times said it delayed
publication of the report for a
year because the White House
said it could jeopardize continuing investigations and alert
would-be terrorists that they
might be under scrutiny. The
Times said it omitted information from the story that administration officials argued could be
useful to terrorists.
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Order your copy of the Calloway County Family History
at the Pre-Publication price of $70.00
($70.00 + $4.20 sales tax)
and back by popular demand...in its third printing
the Calloway County Pictorial History
Order your copy of this limited edition today at 553 00
i550.00 + $3.00 sales tax)
Please ship my order to me.
Shipping - $7.00 per book
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Order your copies today by marling order and payment to.

Calloway County History Books
P.O. Box 685
Murray, KY 42071

Tuesday, December 20•9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Wednesday, December 21•9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Thursday, December 22•9 a.m.-5 p.m.
We have a wide selection of children's books, novels,
cookbooks
and much more at 75% OFF RETAIL

Name:
Street Address:
City, State, Zip:

Call
270-759-4938
270-753-2350

Phone.

3333 US Hwy.641 North • Murray. K1 •
(2701753-0732
wtast.hunchesofbooks.com
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Lt. Gov. Pence to
address MSU class
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Murray State University is nearing the close of its Fall 2005
semester and the university's annual December Commencement
Exercises and Investiture Ceremony.
Commencement will be held on Saturday at 10 a.m. in the
Regional Special Events Center(RSEC)on campus. The university invites families and friends of graduates to attend the ceremony.
Kentucky's Lieutenant Governor, Stephen B. Pence of
Louisville will present the Commencement address. Outstanding
Seniors Brianna Moore of Steeleville, Ill., and Caleb Watters of
Fults, Ill., will bring valedictions. Mayfield native Don Tharpe,
'74, '75, will be recognized as the recipient of the 2005
Distinguished Alumnus Award. Tharpe is president and CEO of
the Congressional Black Caucus Foundation, Inc.
Seating is on a first-come basis. Parking is available in the
Stewart Stadium parking lot off of Hwy.641. Shuttle busses will
be available to transport guests from the parking lot to the front
doors of the RSEC beginning at 8 a.m. Busses will also be available until 1:30 p.m. to transport guests back to the parking lot.
Guests with limited mobility who will need special assistance
with parking or seating are asked to contact the Office of Equal
Opportunity at (270) 762-3155, or the Regional Special Events
Center at 762-5577(TDD (2701 762-3361).
Students participating in Commencement are asked to assemble at 9 a.m. at Gate A in the RSEC lobby.
An official photographer will be available at the
Commencement ceremony to take graduation photos. The
Commencement ceremony will also be preserved on DVD.
Copies may be reserved at
Graduation Video Table in Lobby
B on the morning of Commencement, or online by visiting
www.murraystate.edu and clicking on the Commencement link.
The Alumni Association will honor the graduates at a
Commencement Reception today. Grairtes and their families
are invited to stop by the Alumni Center located on Hwy. 641
near Stewart Stadium, for a time of social gathering and refreshments from 4-5:30 p.m.
Several of the residential colleges will host breakfasts on
Saturday, prior to Commencement. All will begin at 8 a.m.
Details are available online at www.murraystate.edu.
For more information and the latest updates, visit the university's website at www.murraystate.edu or call (270) 762-3744.

New garbage truck could use helping hand
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The city's sanitation department is getting more efficient
with its garbage pickup — and
could be even more so with a little help from residents.
City sanitation crews started
using an automated truck two
weeks ago. The new truck
allows one driver to operate the
truck as well as the mechanically controlled arm that picks up
the cans, dumps the trash and
returns the can to the driveway
Sanitation
superintendent
Don Rogers said the truck,
which the Murray City Council
approved in its most recent
budget. makes the pickups more
efficient because only one driver
is needed. It also allows (4 a
safer operation because the driver stays in the cab while the
mechanical arm picks up the 96gallon curbside bins.
Rogers said the pickup
process will be most efficient if
residents put their cans at the
curb with the handle away from
the street so the can lid opens
toward the street.
The vehicle can be driven
froth either side. While picking
up trash, the driver operates
from the right side, closest to the
curbs. During those times,
Rogers said the truck has a safety feature that restricts it to operating 25 mph or less. When the
driver is traveling to the transfer
station, the truck can go faster
while being operated from the

MICHAEL DANNtedger & Th-nes Pt,

Mike Elkins operates the city's new automated garbage truck Thursday morning on
Mockingbird Drive in Martin Heights subdivision. The sanitation department is asking
residents to cooperate with the new truck by making sure their cans are at the curb with
the handle facing away from the street.
left side.
Cameras inside the cab help
the driver maneuver the truck's
arm and allow him to see the
garbage being dumped in the
back of the truck.
Rogers also asks residents to
be patient with the drivers as

they adapt to the new truck. As
they grow more comfortable
with the automated pickup, they
will become even quicker —
something that will become
especially important as the city
limits continue to expand, particularly to the southwest.

How ABOUT

Judge says he'll work for compromise
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — space."
A special judge involved in the
Wehr said he would work
ongoing state personnel investi- with attorneys involved in the
gation said Thursday he would case in various "breakout seswork with lawyers for Gov. sions" Thursday to try to resolve
Ernie Fletcher's administration some of the issues. So far, the
and the attorney general's office Franklin County special grand
to forge a compromise.
jury investigating Fletcher
Special Judge William Wehr, administration personnel praca retired Campbell County cir- tices has indicted 13 current and
cuit judge, said he would try to former officials and supporters.
negotiate a settlement between
Fletcher has pardoned everythe two sides on various unre- one in his administration —
solved issues including which e- other than himself — that could
mail accounts contained on the be charged stemming from the
governor's computer server probe. Fletcher has also fired
should be available to prosecu- nine administration officials,
tors. Attorneys also have not set- some of whom he pardoned.
tled on matters about attorneyVicki Glass, a spokeswoman
client and executive privilege.
for Attorney General Greg
Prosecutors
have
also Stumbo, said prosecutors were
claimed the state, Common- "pleased with the way the judge
wealth Office of Technology is moving the ease forward. He
improperly withheld documents has a very good grasp of the
found on an unused portion of facts and legal issues involved in
the hard drive called the "slack this case."
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With all the annexation
being talked about this will help
absorb some of that." Rogers
said.
If residents have questions
about the best place to put their
can, they can call the sanitation
department at 762-0380.
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White House
Report Card
The bipartisan 9/11
('ommission has released a
report card on the administration's efforts
in the wake
of the 9/1 1
attacks, and
to say the
news wasn't
good is like
saying abandoned minefields make
for lousy hot
air balloon
staging
Moderate
Raging0
'a
By Will Durst grounds.
Syndicated
George
Columnist
Bush ought
to thank his
lucky stars
he doesn't have to take this
report card home to Poppy and
Babs, because I'm betting he'd
be grounded for at least a
semester and have the keys to
his Porsche 944 turned over to
Jeb. Needless to say this is not
the kind of card that greases the
skids for entrance into Yale, but
that never bothered a Bush.
, Come to think of it, I'm sure
this kind of thing has happened
before. One A, 12 B's, nine C's,
12 D's, five F's and 2 incompletes. A C-minus average. Half
a grade below the C student
Bush proudly calls himself.
But this report was strictly
focused on the administration's
response to 9/11. The commission totally ignored other areas
.of the job. So, in the interest of
a more informed nation, and a
fully rebuked president, I'm
here to do the rigorous work of
finishing off the Bush administration's report card.
IRAQ: F Got us a new
strategy for victory. Apparently
our old strategy for victory was
defective. You.know what?
Custer had a strategy for victory
too.
ECONOMY:A
Everything's-just ducky if
you're an oil company execuECONOMY:D- Not as
ducky for those of us who aren't
oil company executives.
ENVIRONMENT: D One
bright note: defying conventional wisdom, the environment is
still-with us. One thing you can
say under the Bush administration, is that the nature trails are
wider and more plentiful and
the fishing more challenging.
TECHNOLOGY:C • Due to
the diligence of our intrepid
vice president, incredible strides
continue to be made in the
development of military craft
and weaponry.
IMMIGRATION:C A •
mixed bag. Thousands of
Mexicans continue to stream
north across the Rio Grande

looking for decent paying jobs
while at the same time thousands of Americans continue to
stream north across the
Canadian border looking for
inexpensive pharmaceuticals
and health care.
TORTURE: F
Administration promotes most
torture-friendly atmosphere
since William Shatner ended his
singing career.
ETHICS: D Would have
been an F, but the main reason
it's mostly Republicans caught
taking bribes is nobody wants to
bribe a Democrat, because they
can't get anything done.
EMERGENCY
RESPONSE: F. Wasn't aware
New Orleans levees were at
risk. My Aunt Hoogolah in
Rhinelander, Wis., knew. Didn't
know refugees were huddled in
darkness of the New Orleans
Convention Center. Anderson
Cooper knew. Hell, he probably
turned out the lights.
CRONYISM:F Like most
Bush appointees, FEMA head
Michael Brown couldn't distinguish his butt from yellow
paint.
UNITING AMERICA: F
Because of Bush, this country is
more polarized than a pawn in a
poorly manufactured magnetic
chess set. Inspired large groups
of Christians to speak out
against tolerance. Hope he's
proud.
ORIGINALITY: D
President obviously copied
directly from Dick Cheney's
foreign policy homework
assignment.
EDUCATION:D Encouraging the continued Republican
hold over Congress and White
House by refusing to fund his
education reforms.
JOBS: D American job
market is imploding. Only
growth industry is bankruptcy
lawyers.
TAKES RESPONSIBILITY FOR OWN ACTIONS:
Unsat-isfactory Goes so far in
allowing industry lobbyists to
write legislation, there's a repair
shop for tasseled loafers in the
basement of the White House.
PENMANSHIP:
Satisfactory Pleasant cursives
in his autopen signature.
WORKS WELL WITH
OTHERS: Unsatisfactory
Appoints John Bolton as U.S.
Ambassador to the United
Nations. A man who is to diplomacy what Oscar Wilde was to
whitewater rafting.
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A New Day
Michael Sitto said it best.
Sitto, a La Mesa, Calif. expatriate Iraqi who works for the U.S.
Navy told reporters as he prepared to cast his absentee vote
in the Iraqi elections: "It is a
great day for the Iraqi people.
This is the start of a new democratic system, a democratic
country in the Middle East," he
said. At the same time, there
has been a great sacrifice by the
American people."
And, he added,"We don't
want to lose sight of that."
Too bad the Democrats and
their Marxist allies here in the
U.S. can't see the miracle taking place in Iraq where for the
third time, in spite of real and
present dangers to life and limb,
huge numbers of Iraqis voted in
a free election.
Like Sitto, Iraquis are
rejoicing, and all Americans
should be shouting Hallelujah
along with them, because the
miracle that is happening there
is taking place because we
made it happen.
For the very first time in the
Middle East a Muslim nation is
creating a democratic republic —
the people of an Arab nation are
deciding for themselves the
kind of government they want

and which of their fellow Iraqis
they want to run that government For the first time, the
people of a Muslim nation are
acting like free citizens instead
of as subjects of an autocratic
regime.
This is a trailblazing development and it is boni and bred
out of our own history. The
very idea that a sovereign people could be self-governing was
unheard of, yet that is exactly
what the founding fathers insisted when they set up a constitutional republic and created a
system of laws and not of men.
Today', confronted by the
reality of an Iraqi electorate setting up a constitution that substitutes the rule of law for the
rule of a dictator, and voting for
candidates to serve in a national
legislature, liberal Democrats
sneer at the astounding progress
democracy has made in Iraq.
They predict that all sorts of
terrible problems will arise and
doom Iraq's hopes for a free
and stable government.
Of course there will be
problems. Putting together a
conglomeration of groups with
widely divergent ideas and
modes of living is a tough row
to hoe, and our own history pro-

cha

vides many
examples of
the obstacles
involved in the
process. It
took ten years
for America
just to reach
the point
where it was
Making
possible to
Sense
craft a constiBy Michael
tution. • Reagan
In the
Syndicated
wake of the
Columnist
American
Revolution, the best the
founders could do was to operate under the weak and inefficient Articles of Confederation.
Finally, ten years later, they met
to create a binding Constitution.
It took two years for Congress
to adopt the document and
another two years of contentious debate before the
required majority of states
approved the Constitution of the
United States.
And that was just the beginning. It took a long time for
some of the states to accept the
idea that they were part of a
national union and not individual nations. Some of the disputes actually involved armed
resistance, such as• the so-called

Whiskey Rebellion. Later, the
nation split apart over the issue
of slavery and a terrible civil
war broke out.
In the end, however, we
have survived for well over two
centuries and today the United
States is the wealthiest and
most powerful nation on the
face of the earth. And because
we set an example for all the
world to follow over 200 years
ago, the people of Iraq have
today taken a giant step to follow in our footsteps.
Instead of walking around
with the-usual gloom and doom
written all over their faces, liberals should be leaping with joy
over the results of December
15,2005. It is a time for rejoicing, even if it means that
Howard Dean, John Kerry,
Nancy Pelosi, John Murtha and
all the rest of the -hate-Bush
brigade" will have to admit that
President Bush knew what he
was doing all along.
One Iraqi voter quoted in a
story on the Drudge Report had
a few words for the cut-and-run
crowd: "Anybody who doesn't
appreciate what America has
done and President Bush [has
done] let them go to hell."
That works for me.
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Will Durst is a political
comedian who has performed
around the world. He is afamiliar pundit on television.
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Iraqis tally millions of ballots after elections

auuTaI R Dave'

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Bhaskerrai P. Dave', 84, South Fulton, Tenn., died Wednesday,
Final results in Iraq's parliamenDec. 14, 2005, at 9:20 p.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital. Fulton.
tary election may not be known
He was a retired high school teacher in Kenya. Africa.
two weeks, but early indicafor
Born Nov. 22, 1922, in India, he was the son of the late
tions show the Shiite tickets
prernahanker and Savita Dave'. Also preceding him in death were
doing well in tradiuonal Shiite
two sisters, Anshoya Pathak and Bhavati lain and one brother,
strongholds. election officials
Vishnu Dave'.
said
Fnday.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kalavati Pathak Dave', one
In Mosul, capital of the predaughter, Mrs. Kamini Patel, Auburn, Pa.; two aons. Devanand
Dave', South Fulton, ;it Chandra Dave', Hanover Park, Ill.; one dominantly Sunni Arab province
sister, Mrs. Harshida Dave', Surat, India; two brothers. Madhu of Nineveh, indications were
Dave', South Fulton, and Jagdish Dave', Phoenix, Ariz.; six grand- that the Sunni coalition CilfIle in
first. said A representative for the
children.
The funeral will be Sunday at 9:30 a.m. in the chapel of Imes- Shiite United Iraqi Alliance,
Hameed Shabaky.
Miller Funeral Horne of Murray.
He said the Shiite governing
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Sunday.
party apparently came in fourth
behind the Sunni coalition, the
Mrs. Dorothy Faye Perkins McGehee
Mrs. Dorothy Faye Perkins McGehee. 77, Buchanan, Tenn., died Kurds and a bloc led by former
Thursday. Dec. 8, 2005, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Prime Minister Ayad Allavii, a
secular Shiite.
Tenn.
She attended Central High School and was employed at Holley
Turnout in what was a mostly
Carburetor, Paris, for 10 years. She was a member and former peaceful election was overpianist of Western Grove Missionary Baptist Church.
whelming. Election officials
Preceding her in death were her husband, Willie B. McGehee Sr.; estimated up to II million of the
(Tie daughter, Lana June McGehee; one son, Willie B. McGehee Jr.; nation's 15 million registered
her stepmother, Linda Perry Perkins; one sister; two brothers. Born voters took part in Thursday's
ID Buchanan, she was the daughter of the late George Perkins and vote, which would put overall
Florida Meadows Perkins.
turnout at more than 70 percent.
Survivors include six daughters, Shirley McGehee, Carol Corbin
In the Shiite province of
and Brenda Sue McGehee, all of Springville, Tenn., Veronica Najaf province, as many as 80
Venzies, Murray, Ky., and Cynthia K. Edwards and Linda Rhea percent of the voters cast ballots
liardner, both of Nashville, Term.; two sons, John David McGehee, for the four-year parliament.
ipringville, and Mark Stephen McGehee, Bolivar, Tenn.; seven
So many Sunni Arabs voted
tjrandchildren; six great-grandchildren; several nieces, nephews, Thursday
that ballots ran out in
4,1nts and cousins.
some places. The strong partici' The funeral was held at noon today (Friday) at Western Oak pation
by Sunnis, the backbone
Ctirove Missionary Baptist Church, James C. Webb Jr. officiated. of the insurgency.
bolstered U.S.
urial was in the Western Oak Grove Church Cemetery with
hopes that the election could
angements by Trinity Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.
produce a broad-based government capable of ending the daily
Roy Bruce Hwy
suicide attacks and other vio' The funeral for Roy Bruce Bucy was Thursday at I I a.m. in the lence that have ravaged the
chapel of White-Ranson Funeral Home, Union City, Tenn. The Rev. country since the fall of Saddam
James Kinsey officiated.
Hussein.
Pallbearers were Mark Lowrance, Jimmy Bucy, Wendall Corum,
Sunni Arabs make up about
James Comm and Harold Comm, active; Ed Youngblood, Craig
20 percent of Iraq's 27 million
Lowrance and Carl Lowrance, honorary. Burial was in the Obion
people. compared to about 60
County Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Huey,96, Union City, Tenn., died Thursday. Dec. 8, 2005, at percent for Shiites.
Difficult times lie ahead,
his home.
He was a retired machinist and printist for the Waco (Texas) however. The coalition of reliTribune Herald newspaper, having worked there for more than 30 gious Shiite parties that domiyears. He had been employed at the Union City Daily Messenger in nates the current government is
expected to win the biggest porthe early 1940s. He was a member of Union City Baptist Church.
Born May 9, 1909, in Murray, Ky., he was the son of the late tion of the 275 seats, but will
Isaac Vddie Bucy and Ida Mae Cavitt Bucy. On March 14, 1929, he almost certainly need to comwas married to Mabel Comm Huey, who died May 2, 2000. Also promise with ris al factions to
preceding him in death were one son, Larry Bruce Bucy, and two form a government.
Although
violence
brothers, Hulett Bucy and Rudy Bucy.
was
Survivors include one granddaughter. Cheryl Lynn Snider, Cape reported light Thursday with
Coral, Fla.; one grandson, Darrell Bruce Bucy, Huntsville, Texas: only three people killed in
one sister, Mrs. Nan Comm Prince. Union City; four great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
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tar) isresense
-What happened yesterday in
Sunni areas and fray dors not
mean that the resistance is get-

ting weaker," said Mohammed
Abdeikarim, 42, a teacher in
Rapnadi. an issurgest stronghold
west of Baghdad. **The resistance will not die till the with
drawal of the occupation
lorces.Opposition to the Amaalcan
military presence runs deeper
among Sunni Arabs, the minority group that enjoyed a prisileged position under Saddant,
than among any of Iraq's other
religious and ethnic communities.
While Sunnis were defiant.
Shiites and Kurds seemed hopeful the new gm eminent would
he more successful than the outgoing one in restoring sec-urity.

AP

An Iraqi election commission official carries ballot boxes
out of an election center guarded by soldiers in Baghdad,
Iraq, Friday. Iraqi authorities tallied millions of ballots
Friday from elections to choose a parliament in a mostly
peaceful election among the freest ever in the Arab world.
Officials said it could take at least two weeks until final
results are announced for the parliament, which will
serve a tour-year term.
bombings around 'Iraq. police
said Friday that five bodies had
turned up in the predominantly
Shiite north Baghdad suburb of
Kazimiyah.
Police Lt. Col. Riyad
Abdulwahid said four of the
bodies had been shot and were
wearing Interior Ministry commando uniforms, a force
accused by Sunni Arabs of taking part in the abuse and torture
of detainees. The fifth body had
been decapitated and was
dressed in an Iraqi army • uniform. Abdulwahid added.
Heavily armed Iraqi troops
transported ballots in transparent boxes to central warehouses
in each province, usually after
the votes had been counted at
polling stations around Iraq. A

Season's Greetings

Mrs. Helen Jeanette Wallace
A memorial sers ice tor Mrs. Helen Jeanette Wallace was today
(Friday) at 10 a.m. at All Saints Episcopal Church, Smyrna, Tenn.
A graveside service will follow at 2 p.m. at the Hematite
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
For inquiries, call 270-705-2964.
Woodfin Memorial Chapel, Murfreesboro, Tenn., is in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Wallace, 75, died Saturday. Dec. 10, 2005. in Murfreesboro.
She was the wife of Calvert Wallace of Golden Pond, Ky.

Cecil Orten
Cecil Onen,82, Brinn Road, Murray. died today, Friday, Dec. 16,
2005, at 5:50 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
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for your trust in us.
We look forward to
serving'you in the
new year!
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nationwide
vehicle
remained in effect, and most
Iraqis walked to mosques for
prayers as they had to polling
stations on Thursday.
Streets were generally empty
of cars, except for trucks carrying ballots, police, ambulance,
and a few others with permits.
Many Sunnis said they voted
to register their opposition to the
Shiite-led government and to
speed the end of the U.S. mill-
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some of the product and sets ice rates commencing w ith the
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Starting Saturday, December 3rd and operating tor
the Saturday's before Christmas through December
17th. The MCTA will spread Cheer along the streets
of Murray and Calloway County in support of the
United Way of Murray and Calloway County. 100%
of fares and donations collected on
The Saturday Shopping Service firmte •
will go dinally to the Wird Way. Regular tares
are still in effect for
The Saturday Shopping Service Rout('
but any additional donations are greatly appreciated.
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COMMUNITY
Winners of'Hazel Home
Decoration Contest' released

Engagement

EventReminders
The following are remincierii of events planned for the coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger
& Times:
Britney DeShea Hargrove, daughter of Dale and Denise
Hargrove of Benton, and Jonathan Phillip Lowzador, son of
Phil and Debbie Lowzader of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Duda of Gilbertsville, will be marned tonight, Friday, Dec. 16,
2005, at 6:30 p.m. at First Missionary Baptist Church. Benton.
A reception will follow at Benton Country Club All relatives and
friends are invited

lo's
Datebook

Ashley Lynn Phillips, daughter of Bruce and Regina Pierce
of Murray and Thomas and Big,Via Potts of Mayflower, Ark.,
and Stephen Heath Crouch, son of Steve and Dana Crouch
of Farmington, will be married tonight, Fnday, Dec. 16, 2005.
at 7 p.m. at the Farmington Church of Chnst Annex Building,
Farmington. All relatives and friends are invited.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Cadmus Thweatt, daughter of Mark and Jackie Thweatt of
Benton, and Brad Darnall, son of Larry and Carolya DameII
of Benton, will be married Saturday, Dec. 17, 2005, at 3 p.m.
at Olive Baptist Church near Hardin. All relatives and friends
are invited

d
Volunteers are neede
Salvation

Abby Elizabeth Jonas, daughter of Tom and Diane Jonas
of Murray, and Patrick James Greer, son of Tommy and Kay
Greer of Kirksey. will be married Saturday, Dec. 17, 2005, at
4:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Army is continuing with
The local unit of The
donations to help profor
Ringing
Bell
Christmas
the annual
Volunteer bell ringers
county.
and
vide for the needy in the city
23 and 24. To
-Dec.
on
hours
few
a
fill
to
needed
are still
for times and
756-9676
at
Faihst
Joann
volunteer call Mike or
after three week
details. Kerry Lambert. unit chairman, said
has been raised.
ends of ringing, approximately $7,500

Kear and Ammons

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis (Chet) Miller of Murray will celebrate
their 60th wedding anniversary with a reception at Liberty CumSatberland Presbyterian Church, 150 Liberty Rd., Murray, on
urday, Dec. 17, 2005, from 2 to 4 p.m. All relatives and friends
are invited. The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.

Robert Ammons and Brenda Kear invite friends and relatives to celebrate their wedding with their children, Clint Kew.,
Kendra Kear and Kevin Ammons, and granddaughter, KyLee
Kear.
The wedding will be Saturday. Dec. 24, 2005, at 2 p.m. at
Sugar Creek Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the church.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Towery of Kirksey will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary with a reception at Spring Creek
on
Baptist Church, located off Airport Road on Spring Road,
and
Sunday, Dec. 18, 2005, from 2 to 4 p.m. All relatives
fnends are invited. The couple requests that guests not bnng
gifts.

num cans
WATCH needs alumi
Main St., Murray, needs

aluminum
WATCH Centel-, at 702
may be taken
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. These
may drive through
to the center during regular hours; or persons
and place them
the driveway on the west side of the center
or may he
night;
or
day
anytime
there
wagon
cotton
in the
Day.
e
donated at Make A Differenc

Roundtable will hear Hill

Harold and Janice Wilkinson of Hazel will celebrate their
their
50th wedding anniversary with a reception, hosted by
friends, on Sunday. Dec. 18, 2005, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Hazel
Baptist Church Fellowship Hall. All relatives and friends are
invited. The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. —
The Clarksville. Tenn., Civil
War Roundtable will meet
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the
cafe of Borders Books, Governor's Square Mall, on Wilma
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Lamb of Ky. Hwy. 121 North, FarmingBlvd.(Hwy. 79) south
ton. will observe their 70th wedding anniversary on Wednes- Rudolph
off 1-24.
4
exit
planned.
of
is
n
celebratio
formal
No
2005.
21,
Dec.
day.
Norm Hill from the TenSara LeeAnn George, daughter of Teresa George of Mur- nessee Historical Commission
ray, and Senior Airman Daniel Labado White, son of Samuel will present a program on "The
and Eufracia White of Murray, will be married Tuesday, Dec. Legacy of the United State
All
20, 2005, at 6:30 p.m. A reception will follow the ceremony.
Colored Troops and their Parinvited.
are
friends
relatives and
ticipation in the Battle of

Nashville."
Hill is a member of the
Middle Tennessee CWRT in
Murfreesboro and is president
of CBRL Group Inc. Foundation. He was appointed to the
Tennessee Historical Commission by Gov. Phil Bredesen
A native of Akron. Ohio, he
is an Air Force veteran and holds
a business administration degree
from the University of Akron.
The meeting is open to the

and Saturday, a local youth
group will be portraying the
Nativity among the thousands
of Christmas lights throughout
the park.
In addition. Santa will also
be at the park Friday. Saturday and Sunday.
This is the fifth year for

•

The BusinessOwners'
Choice Policy.
Ehe
IttednessOwners
hake

•
• Our Registered -.
- Bridal Couples: •
•

Marshall County's Christmas in
the Park. which features thousands of 4gbts and displays.
'fee to see the
There is
donations of nonlights,
perishablkfood items or monetary donations are appreciated for Marshall County's Caring Need Line.
The lights will remain on

Murray Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) is now meeting at

•

The BEST choice for
your business!

•

We give you "Your Choice" of
insurance coverages. all in one
convenient package
Contact your State Auto agent
today and take ownership of your
business insurance

Lorraine McMullen
& Matthew Leet

•

•
•

Anne Pickens
& Michael Knox

1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD TRU DEC 20
MATINEES EVERYDAY
STARTING SAT 12 17
The Family Stone
P613- 1:20 • 3:30 - 7:00 - 9:15

Catherine Hurt
& Arthur Lane
•
•

Alpha Department of the
the place of a Christmas Brunch and Chinese Auction on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. to the Calloway Public Library. Each one
for the
is asked to bring a gift of not more than $10 in cost
AnderRuth
Resig.
Claire
be
will
Hostesses
Auction.
Chinese
son and Sue Smith.

meet
Marine Corps League will
Saturday at 11:30 am. at

Marine Corps League will meet
Pagliai's Pizza. Active duty Marine representatives are to bring
toys and donations in support of -Toys for Tots." Support in
the form of new, unwrapped toys and checks made'payable to
-Toys for Tots" is requested. All interested persons are invited. For more information call Ray Pawlowski at 436-5675.

'Christmas Sing-A-Long' Sundayat 6

each night until Jan. 1. 2006.
Mike Miller County Park in
located in Draffenville on US
Highway 68, approximately 1/2
mile from the Purchase Parkway (Exit 47).
For more information, contact Becky Comwell with Marshall County's Caring Need Line
at 1-270-527-0024.

Meeting at new location

Sara George
& Daniel White

•

to meet at library
Alpha DepartmentMurray
Woman's Club has changed

public.

Live Nativity Scene planned this weekend at park

Introducing

Walk The Line
P613. 12:55 • 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:45
King Kong

615-1 South 12th St. in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
Meetings are as follows:
Monday. closed, non-smoking
6 p.m. and open, 8 p.m.; Tuesday, AA closed, non-smoking.
8 p.m.; Wednesday.closed. nonsmoking, at 11 a.m.. Women's
closed non-smoking, 6 p.m.
and Big Book Study meeting,
closed smoking, 8 p.m.; Thursday - 6 p.m. open smoking;
Friday, New Comers meeting
open at 8 p.m.; Saturday open, non-smoking 10 a.m. and
speaker meeting open smoking, 8 p.m.; Sunday, closed.
non-smoking 4 p.m.

(Showing on 2 screens)

Jill Wood
& Robert Ellison

Kan

PG13- 12:40 - 4:10 - 7:40
The Chronicles of Narnia
PG. 1:10 - 3:55 - 6:45 • 9:30

•

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE
AGENCY
211 S. 12th St • Murray
753-3415

Aurofr.car,...
wrSTATE
-A business friend

you can depend on"

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

ridaf Registry ee girt,
University Square • 12th St.
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

off Retired Villages
40'(, off Retired Snow Babies
Buy 2 Get 1 FREE Retired Radko
o42-8333

PG - 1:30 - 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:10

•

Just Friends
PG13 - 9:40

•

\kcavottie
j
Ilialo-a6616411P07.

Yours, Mine & Ours

•

SUBSCRIBE
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Contributions neededa local

famiTo assist with expenses for
in
vehicle
accident
-terrain
all
an
following
ly
up at The Murray Bank,
set
been
has
account
an
,
November
injured in an ATV accident
Bryan Reeves, 24, was severely
Medical Center, Nashville,
Nov. 26 and was taken to Vanderbilt
until recently. He is marcoma
a
in
been
Tenn., where he has
-old daughter and anoth-year
3
ried to Connie and they have a
for Swift Roofing for
worked
has
Reeves
3.
July
er child due
time off work
expenses,
medical
the past five years; but with
home, the family is
their
on
re
foreclosu
upcoming
and the
can be made at both branchfinancially struggling. Contributions
es of The Murray Bank.

Katronia Jean Cook, daughter of Larry and Tonya Satterwhite and Robin Cook of Mayfield, and Shannon Clay Rule,
son of Ms. Cindy Seay of Melber and Mr. and Mrs. Colin Rule
of Mayfield, will be marned Saturday, Dec. 17, 2005, at 1 p.m.
at New Beginnings Community Church, Mayfield. All relatives
and friends are invited

DRAFFEN V I LLE, Ky. —
A live Nativity scene will be
highlighted this weekend at
Marshall County's Christmas in
the Park. at Mike Miller County Park in Draffenville.
Beginning at 6 p.m. and
asting until 10 p.m on Friday

Hazel Woman's Club him released thv
names of the winners of the -Hazel Horne
Christmas Decoration Contest" from the
judging held Wednesday night.
First place went to Mr. and Mrs. Scot.
to Mr. and Mrs.
ter Paschall: second place
Mrs.
Tim Cole; and third place to Mr. and
Barnett.
Gkn
We, the members of Hazel Woman's
ion to those
Club, express our appreciat
ted In the
participa
who
Hazel
residents of
said.
annual contest," a club member

Harry Potter
PG13 - 12:50 - 3:45 - 6:50
i-tormation Call 753-3311

Center to
open on
afternoons
The Main Street Youth Center will be open Monday
through Thursday afternoons.
The center, located at 513
South Fourth St.. Murray, will
be open from 3 to 5:30 p.m.
on those days during the school
year. For information call 7538336 or 753-1820.

WI., Y..;111.7
...1.441 &S./. 11.4...!

kortedictip
hair design

305 siorth 12th • 1:niversity Square • 753-MANE

p.m. at
A "Christmas Sing-A-Long:* v. ill be Sunday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Favorite Christmas carols, hymns and songs will be sung. If any one wants
to prepare a solo or group number contact Imogene Paschall
or the pastor, the Rev. Joey Reed. Those attending are asked
to bring a favorite Christmas dessert or snack. Hot Chocolate.
spiced cider and soft drinks will be furnished.

Mutts Dog Club will meet

Millennium Nlutts 4-H Dog Club skill meet Saturday from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the farm of Karen Collins, leader.
Youth are to bring their dogs. For more information call 7532294.

Residents schedule luminaries

Residents of Olive Boulevard from North 13th to, North
14th Street will once again light their luminaries on Sgturday
and Sunday from 5 p.m. to about midnight. Motorists arg invited to drive down Olive Boulevard during these hours' to see
the lighted lum&aries. It is best to turn off your lights and
drive slowly.

'Messiah Sing" will be tonight
The second annual Murray/Calloway County "Messiah Sing"
will be tonight at 7 p.m. in the Murray State University Lovett
auditorium. Singers should arrive at 6 p.m. for chorus seating.
The event is free and open to the public. An optional rehearsal will be Thursday at 7 p.m. at the auditorium.

Art Guild showing exhibit
Murray Art Guild's Members' Exhibit continues through
today at which time the Guild will close for the holiday season and resume activities Jan. 17. The exhibit may be seen
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. today or by calling 753-4059. Persons
may visit the guild's new website at www.murrayartguild.org.

Promise of Hope plans services
Promise of Hope Church, 1945 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray.
will have special services at 2 p.m. on Sunday. The Rev. Shannon Waltman will be the special speaker.

Laker Band plans promotion
Calloway County High School Laker Band is selling cookbooks at $10 each. This is another promotion to raise funds
for the band's trip to perform in the Citrus Bowl Parade. Anyone interested may purchase a cookbook from Nyle Torsak at
753-4529. Linda Avery at 753-1292 or any band booster. Books
can also be purchased at New Life Christian Bookstore and
Cornerstone Coffee House -Campus Edition.
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Williams selected for induction in Hall of Fame
Stephen A. Williams, president and CEO of Norton
Healthcare, has been selected
for induction into the Junior
Achievement Business Hall of
Fkune. The Hall of Fame, established in 1982, recognizes outstanding business leaders who
have made significant contributions to the free enterprise
system.
A 1972 MSU graduate,
Williams will be among five
people inducted at Junior
Achievement of Kentuckiana
Inc.'s annual awards dinner on
March 6, 2006. Recipients are
chosen by a selection committee that is independent of Junior
Achievement and its board of
directors.
"Hall of Fame laureates serve
as an inspiration to the students who receive support from
Junior Achievement in furthering their understanding of the
business community," said Thelma Ferguson, president of Chase
Bank's operations in Kentucky
and Southern Indiana and chair
of the selection committee.
"Steve Williams has guided
Norton Healthcare from a relatively small, two-hospital
organization to a five-hospital
integrated health care system
with $1 billion in annual net
revenue and a 45 percent market share. Throughout his career,
he and Norton Healthcare have

maintained a strong commitment to community service and
helping young people enter and
succeed in the business world."
A 2000 MSU Distinguished
Alumnus recipient, Williams
said the foundation for his
entire professional career began
at MSU. "I am deeply indebted to MSU for giving me the
great start to a very gratifying
career.".
Williams believes his rural
western Kentucky roots have
also aided him in his professional endeavors. "My parents
were great encouragers and, as
a result. I never really considered not going to college," he
said. "Choosing healthcare management. and the great passion
I have for it, was a direct outcome of an upbringing that
embraced the golden rule and
a great academic experience in
Murray State's college of business."
Williams said he was greatly honored and humbled to be
selected. "I owe my career to
leaders who were tremendous
mentors to me, who saw more
potential in me than perhaps I
saw in myself," he said. "I
have strived over the years to
repay those blessings by trying to be an encourager and
supporter of young professionals who also had potential to

grow into great leaders in the
context of the mission and values of Junior Achievement. So,
receiving this award from JA
is a great honor, and I am so
appreciative."
Williams joined
Norton
Healthcare in 1977 and has
served as president and CEO
since 1993. Dunng his tenure
as CEO, the organization has
more than doubled in size, and
is now the largest health care
system in Kentucky and has
been recognized as one of the
top 100 integrated health care
delivery systems in the nation.
Williams is widely known for
advancing the field of health
care quality measurement and
management. In March 2005,
Williams was the driving force
behind development and implementation of the Norton Quality Report, an interactive online
report on the system's results
for nearly 300 nationally recognized indicators/measures for
clinical quality, patient safety
and patient satisfaction. His
development of Total Quality
Management in the health care
industry during the mid-1980s
led to Norton becoming the
first in the nation to. receive
Healthcare Rolm's Commitment to Quality'Award in 1988.
the only national award at that
time for leadership in health care
quality.

Nonoa HealthLare has also
W'illiains and his wife, Kathy. 4141,11: I and third largest pi r. at,
been recognized nationally tor live in Goshen. Ky., and main- employer the not tor -prof'
developing innovative solutions tain a pan-rime !voidance on system - the largest III Kelit
to the health care workforce the Lis ingston County fann tucks and rated one ot the lot
shonage, and is the 2005 and where he was raised in west- 100 integrated health %are delis
2003 recipient of the Kentuck- ern Kentucky. They have two cry systems in the Lountry
ian&
Works
Outstanding grown
sons:
David.
in includes use hospital'. ii
Employer of the Year Award. Louisville, and Mau. in Chica- Louisville. seven Norton 1111111C
Under Williams' leadership, go.
diate Care Centers. 9,204
Norton Healthcare has develFor more than a century. Not- employees. 185 empluse%
oped a variety of programs that ion Healthcare's faith heritage physicians at more than 41
help young people develop an has guided its mission of meet- locations. and 2010 total phym
interest in and pursue health care ing community health care cians on its medical staff Nor
careers.
needs. Today. Norton Health- ton Healthcare sers es the greasei
Williams is active in health care is the Louisville area's lead- LAIUISSIIk metro area, includ
care and civic organizations on ing hospital and health care ing Southern Indiana. dal
the national, regional and local system (45 percent market patients throughout Kentucky
levels. He has served on the
boards of the American Hospital Association, Kentucky
Hospital Association. Greater
Louisville Inc., University Medical Center, the
Greater
Louisville Health Enterprises
Network, Success by 6, Leadership Louisville Foundation.
'Your Choice Auto'
Fund for the Arts. Greater
Collision Deductible.
INSURANCE•INVESTIEBETS
Receve $100 off your deductible
Louisville Economic Developimmediately and you could
ment Partnership and many oth'P4& Ot
ktuRRio KS,
qualify for $100 off eaCh year
ers.
up to $500 total
info:
Call
762.1030
for
He has been recognized by
I.
.a
his alma nutter, Murray State
University. with its Distinguished Alumni Award, and
received the first Jerome T.
yaw.
4
J
•
Bieter Award for Outstanding
Leadership from the University of Minnesota, where Williams
•
received his master's degree in
•
•
healthcare administration.
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Barnett asks for food donations for birthday
There aren't many sevenyear-olds that would request

canned/dry food donations in
lieu of gifts for their birthday

party, but that is exactly what
Jordan Barnett aspired to do.

• El•

411.111

Jordan's heart was deeply
touched when helping Katrina
evacuees by volunteering at
Camp WO.W, earlier this fall.
So when her birthday came
around, she had the desire to
help her community even more
by doing whatever she could,
to help Need Line prepare for
the holiday season.
Just another example that
confirms
-Murray-Calloway
County's Top 100 for Youth"
recognition - because Character Counts here!

•
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• Tow Package •Cruise
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Pictured is Jordan Barnett with little sister, Meagan. before donating over 70 pounds of
food to Need Line Monday at the Festival of Lights.
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Sealy Pcrsturepedic. Cushion Firm
Queen 2 pc. Set

MAGISTRATE
2nd District

DEMOCRAT
• Dedicated
• Experienced
• Proven

Calloway County
May Primary
-41renonerew.""Waiimainis.
.ainamma..

Current and Past Positions:
• Currently serving as Constable 2nd District (unpaid position)
• As your Constable I have provided 1000+ man hours to
2nd District's Public Safety
• Calloway County School Bus Driver, 5 Years
• United States Army 101st Airborne (Retired)
• Prior to retiring, led 424 combat soldiers and managed a
7 million dollar annual budget
• Graduate United States Army Sergeants Major Academy
• Family has resided and owned property in Calloway County
2nd District for 25+ years.

Issues:
• County Road Improvements
• Efficient Budget Management
• Murray/Calloway County Economic Development

"A Dedicated and Proven Leader who will gee the
JOB Done!"
PAID FOR BY DONNIE SENF

FREE
-Delivery
'Removal
'Setup!

ColPosture
Support mu trust. Comfort

F. $479
auk
Owe •so

Twin 2 pc. set
Full 2 pc. set
King 3 pc. set

SALE PRICE

$299
$429
$649

mull lore

C
lf4
OIMPOR

$649

$749

2 pc um

SALE ma

.SALE PRICE

Twin 2 pc, set
Full 2 pc. set
Ki 3 set

$449
$599
$949

Twin 2 pc set
Full 2 pc. set
King 3 pc set

kectlitt, ¼9Ktekion

C

90 Days
Same As
Cash
p.m.

OF StAYFIELD. INC.

HOOTS:

Mon. thru Sat. 9:00
Mayfield • 247-441N1
ON THE
ARE

.

1599
$699
$1049
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Ice encases berries
and leaves on a dogin
tree
wood
Spartanburg, S.C. during an ice storm that
blanketed the upstate
Thursday morning A
jolt of freezing rain
across
ice
and
the
and
Georgia
early
Carolinas
closed
Thursday
schools, snarled traftfic and caused power
outages to more than
300,000 customers.

Winter weather causes power
outages across South, up coast

with 7,500 workers being
COLUMBIA,S.C.(AP)— A rear tires to slide off the the 20s. Ice accumulations
d to the task.
dispatche
as
be
to
expected
were
stu23
the
of
ice
None
and
rain
blast of freezing
road.
are
s
perature
-Tem
of
rters
three-qua
as
much
the dents aboard the bus was
and
Georgia
across
by
degree
warming,
slowly
an inch, which could lead
Carolinas on Thursday closed injured.
melting is
the
so
degree,
and
limbs
snapped
more
to
The National Weather
schools, snarled traffic and
under way after a very sigcaused power outages to more Service said the freezing power lines.
ice storm," said
nificant
Trew
Poster's
Duke
conto
than 450,000 customers. At feast rain was expected
of the
Outlaw
Doug
timetable
no
was
one death was blamed on the tinue in the region through said there
Weather Service
National
be
would
power
when
and
tree
evening
ice-laden
an
Thursday
storm when
office at the Greenvilleovernight temperatures restored but a warming
crashed through a man's house.
Spartanburg Airport.
"Ice is our greatest nemesis, were forecast to dip into trend Friday would help,
much worse than snow," said
Lucinda Trew,spokeswoman for
Duke Power, the main provider
of electricity in the hardest-hit
parts of the Carolinas.
The widespread outages wen:
caused by the ice that formed on
tree limbs and fell onto power
lines. In Kannapolis, N.C., just
north of Charlotte, authorities
say the weight of that ice buckled a 100-foot-tall tree that
20 Ott
crushed 58-year-old David
Ralph Jones while reclined on a
$44107
couch in his living room.
STANLEY
While electricity was quickly
restored to some, outages by
IntelliLaser Line
early evening still totaled
Level/Stud Finder
260,000 in South Carolina's
*93366
0
upstate, and 113,000 in western
and central North Carolina.
By 9 p.m., power was
restored to all Georgia Power
20
20 OFF
customers except about 3,000 in
Stanley
metro Atlanta and another
Stanley
19" Tool Box with
25' PowerLoce Tape
37,000 in northeast Georgia,
Organization Lid
with 1" Blade Tape Measure
spokesman John Sell said.
#14. 104
#99930
st
,A
the
of
s
customer
26,700
About
Georgia Electric Membership
Corp., including 12,000 in Hall
counties,
Lumpkin
and
remained without power, Brown
said.
"The trees and power lines
are down everywhere on the
road. It's just dangerous to be
out," said Rebecca Neal, who
was using blankets to keep
powerless
her
in
warm
Greenville home and thinking
about finding a hotel for the
night.
Earlier in the day. Neal had
gone to her job at a public relations firm, only to find that her
office didn't have power either.
.9
School systems canceled or
cut short classes across north
Georgia, the affected parts of the
Carolinas and into western
stretches of Virginia.
25' Auto Tape Measure
The wintry mix was blamed
•Extencls and retracts
for a school bus accident in
*03247
Cherokee County, on the northern end of suburban Atlanta. The
driver swerved to avoid a large
tree branch that had fallen across
the road, forcing the vehicle's
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$29
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$886

$843
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now
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State road
crews are
preparing
for black
ice chances
With
PADUCAH. Ky.
freezing temperatures anticipated over the weekend and longrange forecasts indicating a
chance of precipitation in the
early morning hours of Monday,
of
Department
Kentucky
Highways District One crews
will be pre-treating bridges and
overpasses on A, B,and C routes
through the day today as a precautionary measure.
The District One Snow and
Ice Response Team has determined there is an opportunity for
black ice to form on bridges
over the weekend, particularly
those that carry traffic over larger bodies of water such as rivers
and lakes.
Motorists are advised to be
on the lookout for slow moving
trucks that will be spraying salt
brine today on bridges and overIn
passes along all routes.
addition, motorists sHould use
caution over the weekend as
nighttime temperatures drop
below freezing and create an
opportunity for black ice to form
on bridges.
The District One Snow and
Ice Response Team will be monitoring weather updates over the
weekend to determine if crews
need to be called in to treat all
roadways on Sunday or
Monday.
Motorists are urged to monitor changing weather conditions
through the winter months and
be prepared for snow and ice
events that may impact driving
conditions.

All Black & Decker and
VI. Strait-Line Laser Levels
now
$3997

sp.

20

OFF

was 49'

NI V LOWER PRICE!
Black & Decker
Bullseye with Stud Finder x

now
$3457

20
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Strait-Line X3 Laser Level #226183

s10 rebate on all Strait-Line Laser Levels

fLamps and
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%
20
All In-Stock
Shades

While supplies last. Styles may vary by 10batiotl.
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ASK FOR

PAYMENTS&INTEREST UNTIL

JANUARY07
IF PAID IN FULL BY JANUARY 2007*

On any purchase of $299 Or more made on your Lowe's
Consumer Credit Card 12'15/05 through 12/18/05
•

special values

FREE
18-VOLT TOOL

YOUR CHOICE

Purchase any Firestorrn 18-volt tool or
combo kit and receive a FREE 18-volt
Firestorm tool via mail-in rebate. Offer
valid now through 12/24/05

now

FIRE'STORM'

$9997

$8997

18-Volt 3-Tool Cordless Combo Kit

•Fast Drive chuck •Dnll has 440 inibs of torque 5,,

FREE TOOL
(a $250 value)

was $119

2

DeWatt

Purchase a Dewatt 6pc 18v combo kit and
get your choice of a bonus tool (up to $250
MSRP value) via mail-in rebate Offer valid
now through 1/3106

liii

DEWALT

$599
18-Volt XRP 6-Piece Combo Kit

9.6-Vott Drill/Driver and
7.2-Volt Screwdriver Combo

#60580
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4

DeWalt
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Reciprocating Saw
and 3/8" VSR Drill
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Compound Miter Saw
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4-Piece 18 Volt Compact Combo Pack
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Hold the phone! More people gabbing while driving
WASHINGTON (AP) More people than ever are turning their cars into personal
phone booths, with a million and
4 half drivers gabbing on cell
phones at any given time.
Women and young people are
the most-common yakkers.
About 10 percent of the people on the road during the day
are using cell phones, up from 8
percent in 2004. the government
reported Thursday.
Six percent of drivers were
holding the phones to their ears.
up from 5 percent last year.

The
National
Highway
Traffic Safety Administration,
which issued the report, recommends that motorists use cell
phones whik driving only during an emergency.
Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey and the District of
Columbia prohibit talking on
hand-held cell phones while
driving. The new data could add
fuel to the debate over whether
drivers should be limited in their
use of cell phones on the
nation's highways.
Cities such as Chicago and

10%
off
All In-Stock Whirlpool

Santa Fe, N.M.. require handsfree devices in automobiles. But
eight
states
—
Flonda,
Kentucky,
Louisiana,
Mississippi, Nevada, New York.
Oklahoma and Oregon — bar
local governments from restricting cell phone use in vehicles,
according to the National
Conference
of
State
Legislatures.
Researchers have tried to figure out the possible risks of driving and dialing. A study published by the British Medical
Journal in July found drivers

using cell phones were four
Unies as likely to get into a crash
that could cause injunes serious
enough to land them in the hospital.
But the study, conducted by
the Virginia-based Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety,
suggested that using a hanckfree
device instead of a hand-held
phone may not necessarily
improve safety. Researchers
found that both phone types
increased the risk.
Industry officials contend
cell phones are just one form of

distraction. many drivers eat fast
food, push buttons on their
stereo, apply makeup or talk to
other passengers
-Talking on a cell phone is
one of many possible distractions and by narrowly focusing
on just this one could create a
false sense of security with drivers,"
said
John
Walls,
spokesman kw CrlA — The
Wireless Associ)taxi.
Matt Sunders:I of the National
Conference of State Legislatures
said state lawmakers have
lacked the kind of conclusive
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data that was used in the past to
bolster arguments for tougher
drunken dnv ing Of seat belt
laws.
"You don't have thiu wide
body of accepted evidence set
on the driver distraction debate.Sundern said.
The
survey was conducted between June 6 and June
25 at 1.2D0 road sites aeniss the
nation.
Trained
observers
watched vehicles go hv 4n4i
charted what the driver was
doing. The ages of drivers are
estimates based on their others Atioi
The survey found that 10 percent of drivers between 16 and
24 were holding cell phones to
their ears. compared w oh 8 percent in 2004. Only I percent of
drivers ages 70 and above were
using handheki cell phones.
Many states have sought
restrictions for young drivers
using cell phones. Ten states and
the District of Columbia carry
the prohibitions, with many of
the laws approved in the past
year.
The National Transportation
Safety Board. meanwhile. voted
in September to iecumniend that
all states make it illegal for
teenagers and new drivers to talk
on the phone while driving.
Brian Schaffner. 24. who
works for a political consulting
firm in Washington. D.C.. said
his cell phone is "almost a pan
of me" and admits using it
behind the wheel. But he doesn't
think it affects his driving.
"I'm probably young and
arrogant. thinking that I can't
hurt myself, but for the most
part I feel perfectly safe using
when I drive." Schaffner said.
Women ,were more likely
than men to use handheld
phones behind the wheel. with 8
percent of women driving and
talking into their cell phone.
compared with 5 percent of
men.
For the first time, the government examined drivers manipulating hand-held devices at the
wheel, including dialing, typing
a text message or playing a
video game. Only 0.2 percent of
drivers were observed fiddling
with the gadgets.
Richard Roy. a state legislator in Connecticut who sponsored the state's ban on handheld devices, predicted the new
data would help states pursuing
similar laws.
"It will make it easier for
other lawmakers to a get a law
passed," Roy said.

NirrsA

On the road,
on the phone
Younger drivers and women are
more likely than others to be
holding a cel chone while behatx1
the wheel
Parcara ming hand-held cell
phones while driving
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Kentucky ads
to go in Forbes
magazines
FRANKFORT K'. I %PI
Kentucky is scheduled to have a
24-page advertising section in a
national business magazine in
May 2006.
State tax money is not being
used to pay for the advertisement section in Forbes magazine. Gov. Ernie Fletcher said
The section will appear in the
May 22. 2006. issue. Fletcher
said.
Instead corporate advertisers
can purchase advertisements for
$78,000 per page. a mduction of
about SI0.000 of the normal
rates, president and CFO Steve
Forbes said dunng a Capitol
press conference
The magazine has a circulation of about 9(8),000 copies in
the L'S. and about 85.000 in
Asia Forbes said.
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Spyder Claus
offers merry
•• morsels during
holiday season
•

Hey ladies, searching for
,t the hard-to-find gift for that
special guy in your life that
.0. claims he has everything
this
• Christmas?
•
Allow me to be your
• friendly neighborhood Spyder
Mann and provide you for
that gift that will make you
more popular than one of
Santa's elves riding a sure
, bet at Churchill Downs.
CBS Sportsline.com's Greg
Doyle has penned "Kentucky
Wildcats: Where- Have you
Gone?"
Unfortunately, it
has nothing
to do with
the Wildcats' current crop
of posers
who have
fans of all
Pigskins & ages clingPeachbaskets ing to balBy Michael Dann conies, toes
curled and
Sports
arms out
Writer
ready to
jump.
Rather. Doyle has enabled
fans to catch up with former
UK players like Jeff Sheppard, the book's cover boy
who helped Kentucky win
the 1998 National Championship, along with such former greats like Rick Robey,
Travis Ford, Mike Casey,
Melvin Turpin and Richie
Farmer.
For instance, Doyle catches up with one of Rick Pitino's Bambinos, Gimel Martinez.
Martinez played for Pitino
during the rebuilding era at
Kentucky and he is now living in Ohio working for his
wife's family company that
sells rigging equipment for
overhead lifting.
The chapters on each
player are no more than five
pages and provide insight to
many Of UK's beloved players that fans haven't heard
of in some eight-plus years.
The book can be purchased through Amazon.com
for about $14. On the shelf,
the book sells for $19.95.
Holiday Feast
Keeping in the spirit of
the holidays, basketball fans
in the Calloway County area
will be provided with a
stocking stuffer of hoops
starting this weekend and
running through the end of
the month.
The Heritage Bank Holiday Classic tips off Saturday
at Jeffrey Gymnasium for the
second straight season with
three teams from the Volunteer state (Kenwood, Spring
Hill and Henry County) and
five Kentucky teams (Heath.
Hickman County, Fulton
County, Owensboro and the
host Lakers).
Calloway County will play
twice Saturday — first at
12:30 p.m. against Henry
County and again at 7 p.m.
against Hickman County.
Then Calloway will play
Spring Hill. a team from
middle Tennessee. at 7 p.m.
• Monday.
The tournament wraps up
Tuesday with games starting
at 4:30 p.m. The championship game will be played
at 9 p.m.
Calloway's girls' team will
- travel to Lexington for the
• Fifth/fhird Bank Classic
= starting Tuesday. The Lady
Lakers will be joined by two
- other First Region foes as
Paducah 'Tilghman and St.
Mary make -the trek to Lax. ,ington Catholic for the 32team tournament.
Calloway will play Clay
County In the first round
and a guaranteed secondround game with either Paris
or Louisville Ballard.
Starting Dec. 26, the two
Calloway teams will flip-flop
locations as the boys' head
north to play in the
, Fifth/Third. while the Lady
Lakers play host to the inau
SI See HOLIDAYS Page 11

BATTLE IN THE BLUEGRASS
Kentucky vs. Louisville

Saturday, 1 p.m.

Reduced & Relieved

Four Vikes
face charges
for bawdy
boat party
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
Quarterback Daunte Culpepper
and three other Minnesota
Vikings were charged Thursday with three misdemeanors
each for faking part in a bawdy
boat party earlier this-season
on Lake Minnetonka.
Culpepper, Bryant McKinnie, Fred Smoot and Moe
Williams were charged with
indecent conduct, disorderly
conduct and lewd or lascivious conduct, according to court
papers.
If convicted, each player
faces up to a maximum of 90
days in jail and a $10,000 fine
on each count.
Prosecutor Steve Tallen's
decision was based on findings by the Hennepin County
sheriff's office, whose investigators reviewed allegations of
lewd and drunken behavior
aboard a floating party Oct. 6
that involved some Vikings
players.
Crew members complained
that some people took off their
clothes and engaged in public

ISM

Fifth 1 hird Bank
Fifth Third &Ink
st-CeNIIN

•See VIKINGS Page 11
AP
Randolph Morris, right, speaks about his reinstatement while Head Coach Tubby Smith listens during a
news conference at Memorial Coliseum in Lexington.

Morris makes UK happy by getting ban cut to 14 games
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky
center Randolph Morris' season-long suspension for his attempt to enter the
NBA draft was reduced to 14 games
by the NCAA on Thursday.
The NCAA cited new information
provided by the school for softening its
punishment after Morris went undrafted. The information shed more light on
Morris' "mindset during that process
and his failure to avail himself of university resources," the NCAA said.
A fax Morris sent to Kentucky coach
Tubby Smith on May 9, in which Morris informed Smith about his intention
to enter the draft, indicated Morris'
"clear intent to retain his collegiate eligibility while declaring for the NBA
draft," the NCAA said in a statement.
Smith said Thursday he misplaced
the original copy of the fax sent by
Morris while traveling and only found
it last week. In the one-paragraph fax
— released by the university on Thursday — Morris told Smith that "my
intent is not to obtain an agent so as
to maintain my collegiate eligibility."
Earlier this month. an NCAA committee ruled that Morris did have a relationship with sports agency SFX, which
released a statement on behalf of Morris on June 21 and was listed as the
contact for Morris on a list compiled
to help NBA teams arrange pre-draft

workouts. But that committee also noted
there was no explicit written or oral
agreement between Morris and SFX.
Morris, a 6-foot-10 sophomore from
Atlanta, must repay expenses related to
the tryouts — which amounted to more
that $7,000 from nine NBA teams, the
NCAA said.
Morris will miss all of Kentucky's
nonconference schedule, including ashowdown with No. 4 Louisville on
Saturday, but will be available for the ,
23rd-ranked Wildcats' Southeastern.Co&
ference opener against Vanderbilt " on
Jan. 10. He can continue to practice
with the Wildcats in the interim and
will have two years of eligibility remaining after this season.
"Based on all the information we had
and all the extenuating circumstances,
both Randolph and we have been very
patient waiting for this opportunity,"
Smith said. "I'm very happy for Randolph, his family and our basketball
program."
In his first public comments since
the saga began, Morris apologized to
Smith, his teammates and Kentucky fans
and reaffirmed his intention to play four
seasons for the Wildcats.
"In exploring my NBA options, I
made poor choices," Morris said. "Those
choices included accepting bad advice
while putting distance between me and

my coaches and teammates at UK. I
take full responsibility for those actions.
"It wasn't obvious to me as I was
going through this process, but looking
back, I now see how my actions were
disrespectful to coach Smith and the
University of Kentucky. Playing basketball at the University of Kentucky is a
privilege that few athletes get to enjoy.
I intend to make the most of this opportunity to be a part of the greatest hasprogram in America."
n with the new information, the
N AA said that suspending Morris for
half the regular season was justified
"based on the seriousness of multiple rules
violations involving dealings with an
agent and accepting expenses for tryout
for NBA teams."
The Wildcats (6-3) have struggled
with their inside game without Morris.
Smith has rotated a trio of 7-footers —
Shagari Alleyne, Lukasz Obrzut and
Jared Carter — at times, and also has
used a smaller starting lineup without
a true center in several games. That
strategy worked against the lesser teams
on Kentucky's schedule but not so well
in losses to Iowa, North Carolina and
Indiana — the last a 26-point blowout.
Morris' return can do nothing but
help. Smith said....
II See MORRIS Page 11

Jenkins ready to
step into spotlight

AP

Brandon Jenkins goes high over Chicago State's
Royce Parran to block a layup attempt off the backboard midway through the second half of Louisville's
78-54 win Tuesday in Louisville. Jenkins will need
to play with that kind of relentlessness when the
ball goes in the air against the Kentucky Saturday.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Brandon Jenkins spent his
first two years at Louisville
being pushed around by Francisco Garcia and Larry O'Bannon.
Actually, that might not be
a strong enough description.
Fellow guard Taquan Dean
has a different take on the daily
pounding Jenkins endured.
"He's been beat up for the
years he's been here," Dean
said.
It's a rite of passage role
players — especially young
ones — have to survive if
they want to see the floor.
Be abused in practice and
keep coming back for more.
"That's how I got my minutes. playing defense, playing hard, giving thy team a
spark," Jenkins said.
The problem was, the tenacious defender who never met
an opponent whose ear he
didn't like to yap into sometimes wouldn't show up on
the court. The aggressiveness
(hat earned Jenkins the playing time would turn into tentativeness once he got out
there.
He'd just flip the ball to
Garcia. O'Bannon or Dean and
get out of the way.
"When I first got here. I
was just kind of scared to make
plays," Jenkins said. "I'd let

Francisco and them score."
Yet when the fourth-ranked
Louisville (6-0) travels to
Rupp Arena on Saturday to
play No. 23 Kentucky (6-3),
former Cardinals Garcia and
O'Bannon won't be around
to help.
If Louisville wants to beat
its archrival for the third time
in four years, Jenkins will have
to take some of the pressure
off Dean and start taking
some of the shots he so eagerly used to pass up.
It's a role Jenkins finally
seems eager to embrace. By
surviving two sometimes
tumultuous seasons, he eventually discovered that he
belonged.
"I've been through everything," said Jenkins, averaging 11.5 points and 3.5
rebounds. "I had to sit behind
Larry and Francisco. Now.
I'm just used to everything,
the offense, the defense Coach
wants us to play. I'm just
more comfortable."
That comfort has translated into improved decisionmaking. Jenkins' assist-toturnover ratio is better than
2-1, and when the Cardinals
have played their best this
season they've done it with
Jenkins on the floor.
"He's very underrated for
what he does for the team,"
coach Rick Pitino said.

Rhodes
makes homecoming happy
for Bulldogs

A

Mississippi State forward
Vernon Goodridge (40) and
Jacksonville State forward
Courtney Bradley (21) try
for control of a rebound
during the first half in Jackson, Miss., Thursday.
JACKSON, Miss. iAP) —
Charles Rhodes turned Mississippi State's trip to Jackson
into his personal homecoming,
recording career highs of 24
points and 18 rebounds in the
Bulldogs' 104-80 rout of Jacksonville State on Thursday
night.
The Jackson native led six
Bulldogs in double figures by
doubling the stats from his previous' best game — a 12-point,
nine-rebound 'performance last
week in an overtime victory
over Troy.
This time, Mississippi State
reached 100 points for the first
time since beating Florida A&M
by the same score on Dec. 20.
2004 — and the Bulldogs did
it without their leading scorer.
Guard Jamall Edmondson, v,11,,
averages 15 points, didn't drc,-.
with a groin injury.
Mississippi State closed the
half with a 10-1 run and led
46-43 at the break, then opened
the second half with an 11-2
burst to push its lead into double figures. The Gamecocks didn't get closer than seven points
the rest of the way. B.J. Spencer, who grew up
in Mississippi State's shadows
in Starkville, had 21 points to
lead Jacksonville State (4-3),
Courtney Bradley had 13 points
and 10 rebounds, and Walker
D. Russell added 10 points for
the Gamecocks.
Wesley Morgan added a
career-high 15 points and 10
rounds for the Bulldogs.
Freshman Richard Delk. making his first career start after
a foot injury kept him out of
the lineup, had 12 points.
Vernon Goodridge and Piotr
Stelmach each had II points,
and Dietric Slater added 10.
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Thursday's scores
By The Associated Press
PREP SASKETBALL
SOTS SASKETSALL
Aces Co. 71 Cumberland Co. 50
Ashland Blazer ea. Lome Co 44
Dawson Springs 85, Providence 75
June Buchanan 71, Sheldon Gawk 55
Lou. Maio 51, Lou. Butler 34
Lynn Camp 50, Cumbenand 46
Oldham Co. 84. Trimble Co 42
Shelby Co. 37. Lou. Trinity 34
Paducah Tlighiesa Chritantee
Talirtimatent
Caldwell Go 94, Lwingston Ceritrai 52
Paoucti7 Tilghman 94
Mut.enal
48
Bowman kismonal Invitational
Tournament
Jackson Co. 71. VVNItey Co 58

Rinne to the rescue for Predators

Kane of the Bs...grass Tournament
EktaasittOwn 63. Nodal Oldham 42
John Nordin 56. Lou. Doss 54
IMAM SASKETSALL
Mem Co. 84. CurabsAand Co 53
Berea 53, Campbalisalla 45
Cawood 62. Evans a
Central Hardin 61, Ellzabsatiown 53
Estill Co. 42. Oweley Co. 40
Garrard Co. 54, Burgin 47
Jettersonvale, Ind. 72, Lou. Seneca 33
Lone Oak 85. Ballard Memortai 48
Lou Atherton 63. Whttette43 Academy
23
Lou.Butler 49, Lou Male 40
Lou Fern Creek 51, Anacreon C,o_ Al
LOU Sacred Head 86, Lou Waggoner
28
North Laurel 61, Jackson Co 36
Whitley Co 54, Barbourville 16

Unbeatable Emmert
heads AP Little
All-America team

NASH V ILLE. Tenn. (AP)
Pekka
Rinne stopped 33 shots in his NHL debut
and the Nashville Predators best the Chicago Blackhawks 5-3 Thursday night.
Rime is the fourth goaltender used by
the Predators this StatiOrl. He was recalled
from Milwaukee of the AHL after Nashville
backup Chris Mason sustained a groin injury
during warnnups Tuesday night at Florida. Brian Finley, also recalled from Milwaukee, lost 7-3 that night, prompting
the decision to start Rinne.
The Blackhawks tested Rinne early as
Mark Bell scored a short-handed goal on
a wrist shot from low in the slot that
went in at 2:29 of the first period.
Paul Kariya tied it for Nashville 92
seconds into the middle period, shooting
a one-timer through. traffic from high in
the slot past goalie Craig Anderson.
Martin Erat put Nashville ahead 2-1
at 10:32 of the period. Yanic Perreault
gave the Predators a two-goal lead 6:17
later, pushing the puck into an empty net
with Anderson out of position after taking a pass from Steve Sullivan.
Nashville's Vernon Fiddler skated
through the slot on a short breakaway
and put the puck high above Anderson's
left shoulder at 1:48 to make it 4-1.
Less than a minute later, Tyler Amason cut the deficit to two goals. Anton
Babchuk followed with his first goal of

Chicago

Blackhawks lett winger

Nashville Predators goalie

Pekka

AP
Kyle Calder (19) attempts a shot on
Rinne (35) as defenseman Yanic Per-

reault (94) defends during the second period of an NHL hockey game
In Nashville, Tenn., Thursday.

the season, to make it 4-3. But Sullivan
restored Nashville's two-goal lead with

his 13th goal.
breakaway

a

short-handed tally on a

III Holidays ...
fifth and sixth seeds at 4:30
From Page 10
gural BB&T Classic at Jeffrey p.m. ,and the championship
am is slated tor 8 p.m.
Gymnasium.
The 2005 Lady Tiger
Joining the Lady Lakers
Classic starts Dec. 29 at
will be fellow Kentucky
teams St. Mary, Lyon County. Murray High School.
Along with the host team.
and Russellville. while
Fulton
County. Muhlenherg
Rossview. Northeast and
South. Heath. Louis% ilk
Union City come from Tennessee. Horn Lake from Mis- Southern. Hickman County,
Caldwell County and Lis sissippi joins the field as
ingston Central will convene
well.
at MHS.
Calloway plays Tuesday
The Lady Tigers will play
afternoon
at
2
p.m.
against
AP
Livingston
Central in the
The charter boat, second from left, seen Oct. 12, Russellvile and then plays
nightcap Thursday, which is
the
nightcap
beginning
at
2005, in Mound, Minn., was one of two boats used
slated to start at 7:45 p.m.
9:30 p.m. against Rossview.
by some members of the Minnesota Vikings on a
Should Murray High win.
On Thursday. Calloway
Lake Minnetonka cruise in October 2005. Daunte
the Tigers would play the
battle Horn Lake at 9 p.m.
Culpepper and three Minnesota Vikings teammates
winner of the earlier HickThe tournament concludes on
were charged Thursday with indecent, lewd and disFriday with games starting at man County-Caldwell County
game at 7:45 p.m. Friday. A
orderly conduct for taking part in a bawdy boat party
4:30 p.m. The championship
loss would put them in the
that drew national attention.
game is slated for 9 p.m.
consolation bracket. where
At LexCath. the Lakers
they will play the loser of
will play at 3:30 p.m. I CST r
—
AP
that same game at 4:45 p.m
Dec. 27 against the winner
Carroll College quarterback Tyler Emmert rushes past
The championship game
of the earlier Louisville Trinsheriff's decision to send the
From Page 10
for that tournament will be
Saint Francis' Chris Van Horn (97) for a first down
ity-North Laurel game.
at 2:30 p.m. Saturday.
in the fourth quarter of the NAIA Championship game
sex acts during the cruise, case to Tallen's office, meant
Make Up
Good News/Bad News
according
to Stephen Doyle, any charges would be minor.
in Savannah, Tenn., in this Dec. 18, 2004 photo.
Before all the holiday
Rechelle Turner is hosting
an attorney representing the boat Tallen is the prosecuting attor- hoop-la the Lady Lakers
Emmert was selected to The Associated Press Little
the
Lady Tiger Classic tor
ney
for
the
Lake
Minnetonka
owners,
Al & Alma's Supper
will make up a game at
All-America team released Thursday, two days before
Conservation District, which Massac County (111.1 at 11:30 the seventh year. but the
Club
and
Charter
Cruises
in
he'll try to lead Carroll College to its fourth straight
ninth-year head coach
Mound. The crew members handles nonfelony crimes com- a.m. Saturday in the HoneyNAIA national championship.
receised the news, she didn't
identified 17 Vikings among mitted on the big lake just well! Tournament.
want to hear this week when
By RALPH D. RUSSO
team is made up of players about 90 people on the two west of Minneapolis.
Tigers' line
she
learned that senior forThe boat scandal hit the
AP Sports Writer
from NCAA Division II and boats.
At Murray High School.
ward Whitney Sears will he
Vikings
when
they
were
already
Think of Tyler Emmert as
Ill schools, as well as from
the
Tiger
will
compete
in
The court papers released
lost for the season because
a small-school version of Matt the NAIA.
Thursday said Smoot and defen- reeling, off to a 1-3 start, and next week's John Robinson
of a ruptured Achilles tenEmmert was the only NAIA sive end Lance Johnstone made them the object of nation- Tournament at Lone Oak
Leinart — a can't-lose quardon.
terback of a college football player on the first team, and arranged the charter.
al ridicule on late-night TV High School.
The injury occurred Fnday
In
dynasty, without all the hype he beat out some tough comits
seventh
and
year.
cable
the
sports
channels.
New
Smoot declined comment in
night
at Marshall County
petition.
tournament
and a long way from Hollyfeatures the host
the team's locker room before owner Zygi Will, who had been
High School less than a
Jimmy Terwilliger of East practice. Both Culpepper and seeking state help for a new Flash, Fulton City and
wood.
minute into the game when
Emmert was selected to The Stroudsburg threw for 50 touch- Williams are on injured reserve stadium, responded forcefully. Madisonville-North Hopkins
the
transfer from Allen
in Pool A. Murray will be
Associated Press Little All- downs and 4,571 yards and and in rehabilitation
on their apologizing to Gov. Tim PawCounty-Scottsville and twoin
Pool
B
with
Battle
America team released Thurs- won the Harlon Hill Award as
own, away from the team. McK- lenty and other state officials
year starter ,for Turner went
Ground Academy thanklin.
day. two days before he'll try Division 11's top player. He
innie wasn't seen in the lock- and instituting a new code of
down among a heap of other
Tenn.1
1111.1.
and
Cairo
to lead Carroll College to its made the second team.
conduct.
er room.
players. Sears was ay eraging
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
AlovEmsts---,

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 9:00 a.m
Worship
Sat. 10:15 a.m.
Sabbath School

AMAILICAN
Sr. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield /tains ay Brown ICY 41tuta
270-527-enio2
10 00 am
Service
Feast Day Senior moue the Recta 252-3389

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME !FELLOWSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday
6.45 p.m.
Tuesday
645 p.m.
Thurnday

MOUNT BORER FREEWILL BAPTIST
9.- 30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship

Silence and
Peace

NORTHSIDE
1900 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE'
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship

OAK GROVE
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
ASSEMBLIES
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday Morning Worship 10130 a.m. Sunday School
10:00 am.
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. Preaching
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
BLOOD RIVER
10 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
600 p.m
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
CHERRY CORNER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
a.m.
10
11 a.m. & 6
Sunday School
Worship
7:00 p.m.
p.m.
6
&
a.m
11
Wednesday
Worship
scams GROVE
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Morning Services
600 p.m.
600 p.m. Evening Worship
Evening Services
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 700 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
6,30 p.m.
Awakening
Wednesday Service
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
SINKING SPRING
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
SOUTH MARSHALL
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 630 p.m.
Worship 845 & 11 a.m. & 600 p.m. Worship
7 p.m.
p.m.
500
Wednesday
Discipleship Training
SPRING CREEK
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
900 a.m.
School
10:00 a.m. Sunday
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
a.m.
1100
Morning Worship
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
p.m.
2:00
Worship
Afternoon
JOHN
ST.
p.m.
7:00
Youth
&
Wed Bible Study
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
SUGAR CREEK
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
10 a.m.
Sunday School
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worships
1000 am. Wednesday
7 p.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST FORK
Worship
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m. Morning Worship
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
FIRST BAPTIST
6:00 p.m.
945 a.m. Sunday Evening
Sunday School
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Worship 8:30 & 1055 a.m. & 6 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
FLINT BAPTIST
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
10:00 a.m. Worship
Sunday School
7 p.m.
11:00 a.m. Wednesday
Morning Worship
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
10 a.m.
Sunday School
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
7 p.m.
Wednesday
10:45 a.m.
Worship
BAPTIST CHURCH
VICTORY
GRACE BAPTIST
10 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wednesday
Worship
7 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
CATHOLIC
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
7 p.m. Saturday Mass
4:00
Wednesday
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Mass
HARDEN BAPTIST
a.m
845 & 10:30
Worship
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
8:45 & 10:30 a.m. Saturday Mass
Sun. Schools
600 p.m.
6:00 p.m. Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 11
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
a.mCHRISTU
HAZEL BAPTIST
AURORA CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
10:30 a.m. & 630 p.m. Worship
Worship
10 ala.
5:30 p.m. Bible Study Sunday
Church Training
7 plin.
Wednesday
Study
Bible
p.m.
7:00
Worship
Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
HILLTOP BAPTIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m. Worship Service
10:15 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
930 arm
7:00 p.tn. Bible School
Wednesday
10:30 a.m.
Worship
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
11:00 a.M.
Morning Worship
p.m.
630
Evening Worship
CIMISHU SOMEE MMUS
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST Readmg Room Every Wed 12-3 p.m..
10:0014.m. 2nd Wednesday
7.30 p.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Preaching
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. Bible School
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
p.m.
6
&
a.m.
11
Worship
6-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
p.m.
7:00
Worship
Wednesday
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
LOCUST GROVE
9:30 a.m.
School
1000 a.m. Sunday
Sunday School
10:15 a. m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m. Wed. Bible Study
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMTITVE
2:00 p.m.
lot Sunday
p
3rd Sunday

Orson

Morning Worship

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
10 a.m
Sun Spiritual Training
11 am
Sun Celebration Service
7 p.m
Wed. Bible Study

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

MT.CARMEL
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1140 s.a.
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
10.00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7.00 p.m
Thursday Night
10:00 a.m
Sunday Morning
7:00 p.m
Sunday Evening

Amidst all of the chaos and
nerve-jarring noise of the
modern world, what a pleasure it is to find a moment of
•
silence. However, silence is
often hard to come by these
days, and we should try to be
more aware of how our
actions and utterances affect
others. How annoying it is to
be enjoying a nice quiet walk
in the park and to have it
• ruined by someone gunning
their engine, screeching their
o tires or playing their radio at
near-deafening levels. There
from our home where
miles
is a monastery a few
everyone is welcome to visit. The only requirement is
that you try to preserve silence while on the grounds.
There are no radios, televisions or even telephones,
and the peace and silence is quite conducive to
prayer, meditation or just thoughtful reflection on
one's life. Everyone needs a little peace and quiet at
times, and perhaps it would do us well to go a day or
two without turning on a radio or a television set.
Silence promotes peace. As Jesus said, "Peace I leave
with you; My peace I give you."

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9;30 a in.
Worth*
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a.m
Bible School
1130 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
945 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
1 in lodes woe at Lynn Grove
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 a.m
Worship
7.30 p.m
Service
Evening

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 1030 a m & 6 p.m
7 p in
Wedneiday Family Training

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Service

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:30 a.m
Sundays
7:00 p.m.
Wednesdays
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
.r St.
1408 S)carnor
10:00 a tn. & 5:00 p.m
Sundays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 am
Worship

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.
Worship

IIIIIVAIES WITNESS=
JEHOVAH'S virrNEss

BE''THEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11:00 a
Worship Service
5:00 p in
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Night
Wednesday

LIMIEW

R.S.V. Zephaniah 1:7

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night

GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:45 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
700 p.m
Wednesday Worship

UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m
Sunday Bible Class
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
703 p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
!Sunday & Wednesdaysl
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Worship
Evening
NEW CONCORD
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10:45 are.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7.00 pm
Wednesd,

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LAITER DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS C HRISI
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
11.10 am.
Sunday School
12:10 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Worship
p.m.
12:00
Tuesday

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a in.
FREEDOM HOUSE
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Wednesday- Home Groups 6:00 pm.

CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night

PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday
6,00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday PM

COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9:50 a.m
Sunday School

FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am & 7 p.m
Worship

DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m., 6,00 p.m.
Worship

NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed 7 p in

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8:45 & 11 a.m
Worship
9:50 a.m
Sunday School

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1050 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship Service

UNITED PENTECOSTAL.CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10.00 a.rn
Sunday School
1100-7:30 p.m
Worship Service

GOSHEN METHODIST
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p m
Saturday Evening
10.30 a m. & 6 p m
Worship

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
9:45 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
-930 a.m.
Worship Service
1045 a.m.
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1930 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a in
Sunday School
10:45 a.m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 am
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00am
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p m
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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SINCE 1944
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PHYSICAL THERAPY
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MI:MANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:30 a.m.
Worship

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 a.m.. 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

th

MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

Be silent before the Lord God!for the day
of the Lord is at hand.

DEXTER
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

is

PALESTINE UNITED
10.00 a in.
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m.
Worship

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m.
Sunday
7 p.m.
Wednesday

Public Talk
Watchtower Study

11 00 a in.
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WORSHIP
Christmas story is one tall order
Christmas Alive
is Sunday at
First United
Methodist here
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Danielle Schwettman says
those that attend First United
Methodist Church's Christmas
,Alive program Sunday night
won't be disappointed.
"They will see something
that is very unique and can't be
seen anywhere else around
here," Schwettman said as she
showed off several 8-foot tall
puppets of Mary, Joseph, the
Maggi, shepherds and other traditional Christmas "Nativity"
characters at the church on
Tuesday.
-This is really a very unique
program," she added. -The
entire auditorium will be dark
except for the spotlights shining
on the puppets. As the narrator
tells the story, the men carrying
the puppets will act out the
scenes. It's really impressive."
The Christmas Alive program
is now in its eighth year at the
church. The event began when
churchtnember Posy Lough,formerly of Simsbury, Conn.,
moved to Murray and wanted to
bring a piece of home with her.
Lough pitched the idea to
First Methodist staff member,

1'

19

The Music Ministry of Westside Baptist Church will present the
adult choir in concert on Sunday.
Two performances of"Sing Joy" will be presented at 3 and 6 p.m.
Tonuny Scott is the director of music at the church.
The public is urged to attend at the church, located at 207
Robertson Rd. South, off Ky. Hwy_ 94 West. Mumty.

Episcopal Church plans
Christmas
Eve service
St. John's Episcopal Church will continue its

long-standing tradition of a candlelight service on Christmas Eve, Dec. 24, at 9 p.m.
"The participation of children in this service is especially encouraged," said the Rev. David Simmons. rector of the church.
All persons are invited, but are not required to take communion.
For more information call the church office at 753-6908 or see
the website at httyp://www.stjohnsmurray.org.
The church is located at 1620 West Main St.. Murray_

Ledger File Photo
Towering puppets of characters from the Nativity tell the story of Jesus' birth.
Rosanne Radke, who got the
wheels spinning. In addition,
Lough's son, Kyser. created the
Ii. life-size puppets posted on
poles as a Boy Scouts of
America Eagle Scout project.
The trio went to work making
the puppets, the costumes, and

Ehrsam, Nora Ehrsam. Jea4n
Carol Ridley, Julie Warner,
Rebecca Landolt and Steve
Parker, deacons.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
Glypn M. On, pastor, will speak
about -The Savior of the World"
with scripture from Matthew
1:21, Luke 2:10-11 and 1 John
4:14 at the 10:30 a.m. worship
service. Tommy Scott is director
of music. The choir will sing
-The King Is Coming to Town'
with Shea McWherter as soloist.
and Jill Herndon and daughters
will bring special music. Mike
Conley and Randall Winchester,
deacons of the week, will assist.
Eric Miracle is minister of students and Shelly Harris is minister of students. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. '
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, senior minister, will , speak about "God
Became-Flesh" with scripture
from John 1:1-3. 14 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about
"Because You've Asked" with
scripture from Romans 14:5-9 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Todd
Walker, assistant minister and
song leader, will direct the
singing. Assisting will be
Bohannon, Corey
Johnny
Underhill, Joe Thornton, Frank
Brandon, Joel Fisher, Bobby
Galloway, Todd Bohannon and
Frank Brandon. Other ministers
are Garry Evans. involvement,
and Nick Hutchens, youth. A
short worship service will be at
5 a.m. and Bible classes will be
at 10:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: The
RCN'. Dr. Chad Foster. pastor.
will speak about -The Lord Will
Establish a House For You" with
scripture from 11 Samuel 7:1-7 at
the 10:30 a.m. fourth Sunday in
Advent worship service. Holy
Communion will be celebrated
with George Friebet as elder.
Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class will be at 9 a.m. with a
social hour at 9:45 a.m.
of
Church
University
Christ: Charley Bazzell. minister, will speak about "The World
Is Watching. What Do They
See?" with scripture from
Matthew 7 at the 10 a.m. worRichard
service.
ship
Youngblood, minister, will
speak about "What If Christ had
Not Come" with scripture from
Luke 1:46-55 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Assisting Sunday
morning will be Seth Grogan,
Lloyd Hasty and David
Gallagher. Danny Claiborne is
worship leader and Jeremy
Swindle is youth and family
minister. Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
First Presbyterian: The
Rev. David M. Montgomery,copastor. will -speak about "Let

all the accessories and the rest is
First Methodist history.
"Most everyone at the church
has seen the play, but we're hoping to get a lot of visitors to
come out and see this."
Schwettman said. "If they do.
they will never forget it."

The play is set for 6:30 am.
on Sunday at First United
Methodist Church in downtown
Murray. There is no charge for
admission and the public is
encouraged to attend.

Every Heart Prepare Him
Room" with scripture from Luke
1:26-38 at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. The lighting of the
Advent Wreath will be by the
Holmes family. Margaret Boone
is choir director with Lee Kim as
organist-pianist. The anthem,
"Go Tell It On The Mountain."
will be sung by the choir.
Assisting wilt be Betty Hornsby
as liturgist. and Terry and Ian
Holmes as ushers. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m..
Korean worship at 4 p.m. and
Christmas Caroling at 5 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell. pastor. will
speak
about
"Leadership
Training 101- with scripture
from Mark 6:7-13 at the 8:45
and II a.m, worship services,
and about -The Have's and the
Have Nots!" with scripture from
James 1:9-11 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Dee and Kathy
Lipford will lead the worship
services with Susan Reynolds,
Hazel Brandon. Dee Lipford.
Missy Williams and Carol Kelly
as accompanists. Sunday School
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist: The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham, pastor.
will speak at the 10:45 a.m. and
6 p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance.is minister of music with
Oneida White, Sherry Fortner
and Kathy Garrison as accompanists. The choir will present the
Christmas
musical.
"All
Through the Night.- at the
morning hour and the Children's
Christmas Program. "Away in a
Manger" will be at the evening
service. Brian Steward is minister of youth. Assisting will he
Dwain McClard, deacon of the
week, and Brice Ratterree.
Lincoln Rowe, Eddie Morris
and Aaron Dossey. ushers.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Richard Smith. senior pastor. will speak about "A Woman

Presbyterian Church
•
plans
special
events
First Presbyterian Church will have special events on Sunday and
again on Christmas Eve.
The church members will go Christmas Caroling on Sunday
evening for the homebound members at their homes. Later the carolers will gather at the Montgomery home at 1705 Parklane Or. for
Christmas treats.
A Christmas Eve Candlelight Communion service ssill be at 7
p.m. at the church. The public is invited.
The church is located at the corner of Main and 16th Streets,
Murray.

Lutheran Church plans
Christmas
services
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have special services on

Named Mary" with scripture
from Luke 1:26-37 at Earls
Light service 8:45 a.m. and the
traditional worship service at 11 Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.
a.m. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is minThe service will be at 7 p.m. on Dec. 24.
ister of music with Joan Bowler
The Christmas Day Festival Communion will be at 10:30 a.m. on
as organist. Lighting of the
Advent Candle will he by the Dec. 25.
The Rev. Dr. Chad Foster. pastor. invites the public to attend
Paul Radke family at the second
service. Special music at the these special services at the church, located at Main and 15th
early service will be by the Streets, Murray.
Cherub Choir, Faith Place and
His Kids Choirs. At the second
samara. • the Handbells. choir.
organist and pianist. Traces
Leslie, will play "0 Come All
Ye Faithful." and the chancel
choir will sing "Away In a
Manger." Assisting will be the By GREG TRAVIS
must be accompanied by an
Rev. Linda McKnight, associate, Staff Writer
adult at the kettle sites.
pastor, Jennifer Riley. children's
"After three weekends of ringThe local unit of the Salvation
minister,
and
Madison Army is currently in need of ing. the organization has raised
Schwettman and Hannah Riley.
$7,500,- acolytes. A celebration of giving approximately two dozen bell- approximately
of diapers and shoes for Central ringers to fill a few hours of Lambert noted. -Thanks to the
America will be at both services. service on Friday. Dec. 23. and community for the continued
Church School will be at 9:50 Saturday, Dec. 24. according to generosity and support."
He said anyone wishing to vola.m. The previous week's wor- Kerry Lambert. unit chairman
ship service will be televised at and director of pastoral care at unteer can contact Mike or
11 a.m. on Charter Cable Murray-Callow ay
County Joann Faihst at 759-9676 for
Channel 19 and the delayed Hospital.
more information.
worship service on Murray City
Money raised from the local
The volunteers are needed to
Electric Cable Channel 15 at help with two sites at the Murray kettles is used to help provide
12:30 p.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell Wal-Mart. Joann Faihst, of the for the underprivileged in the
Ray, pastor. will speak about local organization, said there are city and county. Faihst said that,
-The Way in the Manger" at the two people at each of the two in the past. the group has helped
8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship kettle sites. -Our volunteers usu- with everything from assisting
services. Mike Crook, associate ally work in two-hour shifts, and with Needline food baskets and
pastor of music and worship. they come from all walks of life. purchasing children's car seats
will direct the music with We have fraternity and sorority to food service programs at
Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray, groups. Christian organizations. Murray-Calloway'
County
accompanists, alone with the business representatives, teach- Hospital or helping with preTeam.
Jennifer
Praise
Warm.
Amy Brown and Laurie ers and others take part in the scription drug needs.
She said the group often helps
Edminster will sing "In the annual process."
She said people younger than with sending children to sumManger" and Amy Shreve.
harpist, will play for the obser- 18 years of age can help. but Me( camp, too.
vance of The Lord's Supper at
both morning services. Assisting
will be Terry Garvin. associate
pastor of education, teaching
administration,
and
Don

Salvation Army in need of
volunteer bellningers here

II See Page 14A
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CHURCHES

Westside Baptist will
present special concert

ChurchBulletins
Various churches have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Hazel Church of Christ:
Wayne T. Hall. minister, will
speak about "Great Days" at the
9:50 a.m. worship service and
about "Christianity and Mental
Health #2" at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Sunday School Classes
for all ages will be at 9 a.m.
Sunday and 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Coldwater
Church
of
Christ: Richard Guilt, minister,
will
speak
about "The
Conversion of the 3,000- with
scripture from Acts 2:36-41 at
the 10:15 a.m. service and about
"Planning for Next Year" with
scripture from James 4:13-17 at
the 6 p.m. service. Song leader
will be Kevin Smith.
Emmanuel Baptist: Dr. Paul
E. McWherter, pastor, will
speak about "Ministries on
Steroids! (God is not interested
in
Enhanced
'Human
Ministries!')" with scripture
from 1 Corinthians 2:1-5 at the
11 a.m. worship service. The
church choir will present a
"Christmas Cantata" directed by
Bro. Richard Hait from Antioch
Baptist
Madison
Church,
Heights, Mich., at the 2 p.m.
worship service. Solos will be
by Hait and Linda Hait. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: The
Rev. Calvin Wilkins, guest
speaker and former minister will
speak about "International
Missions" at 8:45 a.m. worship
service. Dr. Todd Buck, pastor.
will speak about "The Birthday
of a King" with scripture from
Matthew 1:18-25 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Luke Hinton,
youth and music director, will
bring special music. Emma
Dean Clayton and Glenda
Rowlett are accompanists with
assistance of the Praise &
Worship Team. Kara Mosley
and Chelsea Holzschuh will sing
a Christmas duet, followed by
Todd and Ginger Buck. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. and
Discipleship Training at 5 p.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
ak about "Called to Follow
Light That is Jesus Christ"
with scripture from bike 1:2638 at the 10:15 a.m. worship
service. He will also give the
children's sermon. The lighting
of the fourth candle of Advent
will be by the Tracy Family.
Mark Dycus is minister of music
with Julie Warner, Donnie
Hendrix and Judith Hill as
accompanists. The chancel choir
will sing a special selection.
Assisting will be Mike Ridley,
worship leader: Scott Marvin
and Don Miller, elders: Chuck

Ii our
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Churches hit by Katrina join for Christmas
By RACHEL ZOLL
AP Religion Writer
PASS CHRISTIAN, Miss.
(AP) — The thick ring of trees
outside the 41. Zion United
MethodisrChttech is bowed as if
the winds from Hurricane
Katrina were still blowing. But
the tiny building still stands,
offering a spiritual sanctuary to
its members and worshippers
from three other congregations..
Ever since floodwaters leveled this Gulf Coast city of
8,000 people, the church has
opened its doors to two-Baptist
communities
and
another
Methodist congregation, each
left without a place to worship.
On Christmas, they'll take that
act offellowship a step further.
Congregants from all four
churches will abandon their separate worship schedule and
gather for a joint service, determined to summon some holiday
spirit despite a season of loss.
"It is going to be different,"
says the Rev. RoseMary Hayes
Williams, pastor at Mt. Zion,
"but all the joy will not be taken

out of it."
the congregation, rushed to the
Church has been a refuge in building, climbed atop a matthis area still devastated by tress and lifted herself through a
Katrina, a place what — just window to take photos of the
this month — authorities found hollowed sanctuary. She nov.
the body of a storm victim.
suffers from panic attacks dial
Williams served as a teacher landed her briefly in the hospiin the community for nearly tal.
three decades but says the dam"I miss my chutth home,"
age is so pervasive that she she says. "I'm praying we will
sometimes gets lost driving be able to rebuild."
through neighborhoods because
This is the time of year when
buildings that she once used as poinsettias wrapped in red and
landmarks have been reduced to green ribbon should be adorning
identical piles of nibble.
pulpits. Instead, the three buildLike Mt. Zion, the three visit- Wings are empty shells.
ing congregations — First
At First Missionary, the tidal
Missionary Baptist Church, surge buckled the floor, creating
Goodwill Missionary Baptist bulges like speed bumps. A glass
Church and St. Paul United partition on the baptismal pool
1Vfethodist Church — were is streaked with green mold, and
fornfed more than 100 years ago chunks of stained glass litter the
by freed slaves and their chil- ground outside the windows.
dren. All can trace their memThe floodwaters lifted three
bership back for generations of houses from one side of St.
the same family.
Paul's to the other, where they
. Gaynell Jones' mother has remain crumpled in the parking
worshipped at First Missionary lot. The water inside the church
decades. rose so high that its pastor, the
for about five
Immediately after the hurricane. Rev. Theodore R. Williams, Jr.,
Jones, who is also a member of RoseMary Williams' husband,

PANT-SALE
•

found hymnals hanging from the
rafters after the tide receded.
All that remains in the
Goodwill sanctuary after a thorough cleaning is a wooden cross
leaning against a pew. The communion table, engraved "This
Do In Remembrance of Me," is
now being put to more mundane
use: storing plastic work gloves.
"Inside, I cried," Goodwill's
pastor, the Rev. Harry Toussaint,
says about, his first glimpse of
the destruction.
As Mt. Zion's pastor,
Williams knew she had to help.
"We were on a mission." she
says.
The four churches were far
from strangers. They had held
'joint revival services in the past,
despite doctrinal differences and
traditional Baptist opposition to
ordaining women.
Now, all are trying to get by
with just a fraction of their
members.
The St. Paul congregation.
which had about 120 members
before Katrina, has been drawing no more than 25 worshippers
on Sundays. The Rev. William
D. Young, the First Missionary
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Goodwill Missionary Baptist Church ministers (from left) the Rev. Valli Battle, Bertram
Dobbins, church pastor the Rev. Harry Toussaint and the Rev. Lorraine Price, join in the
Sunday afternoon singing at Mt. Zion United Methodist Church in Pass Christian, Miss.
Goodwill Missionary, one of several historically black churches heavily damaged by
Hurricane Katrina, was invited by Mt. Zion United Methodist Church to share its facility.
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pastor, says his active membership of about 150 has dropped
by more than half. At a recent
Sunday service, a Goodwill
leader read a letter aloud from
one family saying they have permanently relocated to Jackson.
"It is strange to be in this
church," Oscar Joseph. a First
Missionary congregant says
after services end and he heads
back to the cramped FEMA
trailer where he lives with his
wife and two daughters. "There
are a whole lot of members we
don't see anymore."
The losses are a blow not just
to morale, but also to fundraising at a time when the churches
need donations more than ever.
Each pastor estimates rebuilding
will cost at least a couple of hundred thousand dollars and insurance will cover only part of the
amount.
Some members who have
moved away are still tithing, but
the pastors don't know how long
that can continue as congregants
face massive bills for restoring
their homes from the ground up.
"We're trying not to complain but just underneath all that
we're remembering, we're borderline screaming or crying,"
says the Rev. Valli Banle, who
helps lead both the Methodist
and Baptist-services. "I think my
people are an inch or two away
from a breakdown."
The driving wind and rain
gutted the top floor of Battle's
home, where she lived with her
teenage daughter and elderly
father, who hasn't been able to
sleep since Katrina hit.
"A lot of people are leaning a
lot on us as clergy because they
want to hear that everything will
be OK." Battle says. "They
come to church for a few hours,
then they can deal with it."
Williams says her Bible studies have turned into group counseling sessions. Toussaint takes

pains in his sermons to tell worshippers to help others "even it
you're living in a tent."
"The thing I emphasize, even
encourage, our people is not to
be victims," Toussaint says.
For Christmas, Williams and
other church leaders have organized celebrations so the holiday
is not eclipsed by the anxieties
of daily life amid the wreckage.
On Thursday, they plan to
distribute donated toys and gifts
at a children's party where
Williams has invited mental
health counselors, in case the
youngsters need to talk. The
next night, a concert of religious
music was scheduled for adults.
focused on "the real joy — joy
in Jesus," Williams said.
Then,on Christmas Day. the)
will wake up for an early-morning ,service together. Many
churchgoers
planning
are
scaled-down holiday celebrations, with fewer decorations.
smaller gifts and family traditions altered to fit their new circumstances.
"Christmas will be difficult.
because we can't do exactly
what we -want to do." says
Richard Cook, the Mt. Zion
Sunday school teacher, living in
a government trailer with his
wife behind what is left of their
home.
Still, no matter what the
have suffered from Katrina. they
will gather in church and pray
together on Christmas, seeking
in the familiar cadence of their
preachers' voices and the holiday hymns a sense of peace they
lost when the hurricane came
ashore.
"The church has become
what it needs to be for people's
lives: to give them hope," Battle
says. "Even though we don't
have all the things we used to.
there is hope."

•Bulletins ...
the choir with Pat Brunn, Renee
Doyle and Carla Halkias as
Edwards and Paul Dailey, dea- accompanists. Sunday School
cons, Gary Garth and Ron with Michael Brunn as superinChurchill. Boyd Smith is associ- tendent will begin at 10:15 am.
ate pastor of students and Joetta The Christmas Pageant will be
Kelly. minister of preschool and presented by the Goshen Trinity
children. Sunday School will be Teens at 6 p.m., followed by a
at 9:45 a.m. and Amy Shreve, Christmas party in the family
harpist, will present an "In fellowship center.
Hardin Baptist: The Rev.
Christmas Concert" at the 6 p.
Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will
worship service.
Memorial Baptist: Dr. Jim continue his sermon series titled
Simmons, pastor, will speak at "Experience The Presence of
the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. and 6 Christmas- at both 8:45 and
0:30 a.m. worship services.
p.m. worship services. His
unday School is also held at
morning subject will be
th times. The band from Clay
"Change is Possible" with scrippbell's Kentucky Opry will
ture from Luke 19:1-10. The
sent a special Christmas conchildren's choir, directed by
at 6 p.m.
Diane Basiak, will sing "Go Tell
est Fork Baptist: Wayne
It On the Mountain" and "Jesus.
Oh What a Wonderful Child" at Carter, pastor, has been preachthe 10:50 service. Assisting will ing a series of Sunday morning
be Bill Dale, deacon of the Christmas messages on the
week. and Mark Cohoon, theme, "The Coming of the
King." This Sunday his message
Sunday School director.
Goshen United Methodist: at the 11 a.m, worship service
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will be "Celebrating the Coming
will speak about "Something of the King." Alvin Usrey will
Out of Nothing" with scripture direct the music with Cyndy
from Micah 5:2 at the 9 a.m. Satterwhite and Janet Arnold as
worship service. Andra Todd accompanists. The Children's
will be assistant to the pastor. Mission Group, directed by
Steve Sexton and bobby Carla Palmer. will present speEtheridge will serve as greets. cial music. A church-wide
Mary Alice Humphries will lead Christmas dinner will be Sunday
the congregation in the advent at 4 p.m. in the Family Life
responsive reading. Pat Brunn Center. A Christmas program
will direct the Children's featuring the church choir will
Church. Tina Sexton will direct be at 6 p.m.
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Study: 11 million U.S.
adults are illiterate

The Time Is Now!Save BIG During
Toyota's Year-End Sales Event!

By BEN FELLER

AP Education Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
About one in 20 adults in the
Some 30 million ackas the U.S. do not have the skis to perform
even the moat babe teaks such as marching a simple text to find
U.S. is not literate in English,
out what a patient is allowed to drink before a medical test
meaning II million people lack
the skills to handle many everyPercent
adults In midi prose IlIerscy level,2003
day tasks, a federal study shows.
14
From 1992 to 2003, adults
made no progress in their ability
SELO* BASIC
BASIC
INTIRMEDIAT1
PflOPICIENT
to read sentences and para30 million
63 million
95 million
28 million
graphs or understand other
Able to perform
Simple aCtkaida
Moderately
Complex
printed material such as bus
no more than
such as
difficult activities
LICtarata SUCt7
schedules or prescription labels.
the most
understanding
such as finding
at COrnpanng
The adult population did
simple literacy
a pamphlet for
information an
viewpoints in
activities
make gains in handling tasks
prospective
reference
two diaerent
Jurors
materials
editorisis
that involve math, such as calculating numbers on tax forms or SOURCE Deo., t ol Education,
2003 National ASseriatlent ot ACtult LaSeaCy
AP
bank statements. But even in
that area, the typical adult
showed only enough skills to
perform simple, daily activities.
Perhaps most sobering was
that adult literacy dropped or
was flat across every level of
education, from people with
graduate degrees to those who
dropped out of high school.
So even as more people get a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Adult literacy in Kentucky,
formal education, the literacy
though slightly trailing, is comparable to the rest of the nation,
rate is not rising. Federal offiaccording to a report released Thursday by the Council on
cials say this trend is puzzling
Postsecondary Education.
and worthy of research.
Literacy was defined as "using printed and written informaAdults with ability to pertion to function in society, to achieve one's goals, and to develform challenging and complex
op one's knowledge and potential."
reading tasks made an average
The survey was broken into three parts, to determine literacy
yearly salary of $50,700 in
with prose, documents and quantitatively.
2003. That is $28,000 more than
State officials said they were still studying the data, conthose who lacked basic skills.
tained in a 41-page report, but were encouraged by the results,
The adults deemed illiterate
especially that literary among the 25-39 age group was at least
in English include people who
as good as the rest of the nation.
may be fluent in Spanish or
another language but cannot
comprehend English text at its
The National Assessment of adults, age 16 or older, living in
Adult Literacy is considered the homes, college housing or prismost simple level.
-Eleven million people is an best measure of how adults han- ons.
awful large number of folks who dle everything from completing
Education
Secretary
are not literate in English. and job applications to computing Margaret Spellings pledged to
therefore are prevented access to tips.
cOordinate adult education proBlack adults made gains on grams across the government.
what America offers." said Russ
Whitehurst, director of the each type of task tested. White She also promoted the Bush
Institute of Education Sciences adults made no significant administration's campaign to
changes except when it came to increase testing and specialized
at the Education Department.
Some 30 million adults have computing numbers, where they reading help in high school.
"One adult unable to read is
"below basic" skills in prose. got better.
Hispanics showed sharp one too many in AmeriCa,"
Their ability is so limited that
they may not be able to make declines in their ability to handle Spellings said.
Millions of adults with limitsense of a simple pamphlet, for prose and documents. The backexample. This total includes 7 ground of U.S. adults has ed reading skills have enrofted
million adults considered not to changed since 1992, when the in literacy programs at high
be literate in English but with test was last given; fewer people schools, libraries, workplaces
community
colleges.
enough knowledge of the Ian- in 2003 had spoken English and
Advocates of those programs
guage at least to be tested. The before they started school.
''We can no longer afford to said the new scores prove that a
remaining 4 million deemed
illiterate did not have enough ignore the unique needs this greater investment in adult literpopulation has demonstrated for acy and research is essential.
English skills to be tested.
"It's really hard to have a
By comparison, 95 million years,- said Jose Velazquez,
adults, or 44 percent of the pop- director of the Hispanic Family well educated and highly intelulation, have intermediate prose Learning Institute at the lectual population of children if
skills, meaning they can do National Center for Family they go home to parents who do
not have adequate reading
moderately challenging activi- Literacy.
Overall, the study represents skills," said Dale Lipschultz,
ties. An example would be consulting a reference book to a population of 222 million president of the National a
determine which foods contain a adults. The results are based on a Coalition for Literacy, a broad
sample of more than 19,000 range of education groups.
certain vitamin,

Portrait of adult literacy In America
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0% is back on ALL
New '06 Camrys*
and Sequoias**

Kentucky's adult
literacy comparable to
rest of United States

'06 TOYOTA CAMRY
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Registration is in progress at e-mail, phone or fax. Upon sucmany participating Kentucky cessful completion of the
colleges and universities for course, the student earns three
spring KET College Courses, hours of college credit.
which begin airing Monday. Jan.
The following colleges and
16. Courses will be available via universities are offering credit
video-streaming in addition to for some or all KET College
regular broadcast delivery and Courses this spring: Ashland
tape/DVD rental.
Community and Technical
KETs college credit courses College, Big Sandy Community
Technical
College,
allow students to study at home. and
even though distance and time Bluegrass Community and
might separate them from higher Technical College, Eastern
University.
education institutions. To date, Kentucky
more than 125,000 enrollees Elizabethtown Community and
have participated in the pro- Technical College. Hazard
Community and Technical
gram.
Hopkinsville
Course assignments can be College,
completed at each student's pace Community College, Jefferson
since the televised programs can Community and Technical
State
Kentucky
be recorded, rented or viewed College.
Madisonville
online. These fully accredited University,
college courses are facilitated by Community College, Morehead
campus instructors who may State University, Murray State
require a few on-campus ses- University. Northern Kentucky
Owensboro
sions, and students can commu- University,
nicate with their instructors via Community and Technical

College, Somerset Community
College, Southeast Kentucky
Community and Technical
University
of
College,
Kentucky,
University
of
Louisville, West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College and Western Kentucky
University.
The lineup for the 2006
spring semester includes the following undergraduate-level college courses: Discovering
Psychology. Exploring Society;
Faces of Culture; Framework
for
Democracy;
Human
Geography; introduction to
Marketing; Journey to Health;
Literary
Visions;
Living
Literature. Part II; Portrait of a
Family; Taking the Lead; The
Unfinished Nation. Part II; and
The Western Tradition. Part II.
To receive a college course
schedule guide, which includes
course
and
registration
Information. call

Supreme Court to hear case of UofL Foundation
FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP) — The Kentucky ed this week to hear the matter insolving 111(116 Supreme Court has agreed to review a ruling that ual donors.
"I think it's an extremely important issue with
said the University of Louisville Foundation did
not have to disclose the names of individual statewide implications. and I think it's important
enough to be decided by the Supreme Court," he
donors to the school.
In May. the Kentucky Court of Appeals ruled said.
T. Kennedy Helm, a lawyer for the foundation.
that the right to privacy outweighed the public's
that the court will consider a key issue.
agreed
names.
donors'
right to know the
The question over the privacy rights of individ- "We think we've got the better argument, and
ual donors to the foundation, which receives and we 11 present it to the court." he said.
Helm said the Court of Appeals panel ruled
invests gifts to UofL, is the final matter to be
resolved in a lawsuit filed by The Courier-Journal correctly in May when it said an individual
donor's right to privacy outweighed the public
of Louisville in 2001.
The courts have sided with the newspaper in
determining that the foundation is a public agency
subject to the state Open Records Act and that it
must disclose the names of corporate and private
foundation donors, as well as the amounts they
gave.
Jon Fleischaker, a lawyer for the newspaper.
said he was pleased that the Supreme Court decid-

interest in knowing who donated to Uoft.
The newspaper contended that the names of
individual donors should he public because their
donations may influence university policies.
The newspaper sued the foundation in 2001
after it was denied records related to donations to
Political
for
Center
McConnell
Uoft.'s
Leadership.
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It's a good year when our
policyholders have less storm damage.
It's a better year when they get
a dividend because of it.

suffered by many other states, Kentucky
In a year full of severe weather and property damage
Bureau Mutual Insurance Company is
has been blessed. And because of this, Kentucky Farm
tely $38 million. The

totaling appr.oxima
giving back to our members: a 6 percent dividend,

in 17 years, it will be paid on all eligible
first dividend to be issued by Kentucky Farm Bureau
mobile homeowners policies in effect on
mutual automobile, homeowners, farmowners and
It's just another way of reminding our
December 31, and will be received by March 1, 2006.
commitment.
policyholders that we're big on Kentucky. And big on

KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU

BIG ON COMMITMENT.°

SECHON B
Hot toys getting scarce on store helves
By ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — If parents
haven't gotten their hands on some of
this season's hot holiday toys by now,
they may have to give their children an
IOU slip under the tree.
With both Christmas and Hanukkah
about a week and a half away, the
nation's toy sellers are running short on
a number of items beyond just the Xbox
360, the latest new game console from
Microsoft Corp. The toys in demand
include Amazing Amanda, an interactive doll; Dora's Talking Kitchen, a
make-believe kitchen set that allows
kids to play along with cartoon character Dora in Spanish and English:I-Dog,
an electronic dig that hooks up to digital music player: ChatNow, a two-way
radio communicator: and • Shell
Shocker, a radio-controlled vehicle.
"It's frustrating. I'm going to keep
waiting and then go to plan B: gift
cards," said Dan Green, 34, of Round
Lake Beach, Ill. He has been scouring
the malls and the Internet for not only
Xbox 360 for his 9year-old
son but
also
for two
toys for
his 9-yearold goddaughter
— a
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which has struggled with sluggish
traditional sales as children are
growing out of toys at A younger
age and are more interested in
trendy clothing and gadgets like
digital music players. Toy retailers
were also concerned that high gasoline
prices would make parents more conservative.
Amick such challenges, the nation's
toy sellers came out with a slew of kidfriendly gadgets like ChatNow and
VCamNow, a video recorder. Retailers
have also aggressively discounted toys,
with Wal-Mart, the nation's top toy seller. taking the lead. And while toy shortages are surfacing in the final stretch.
McGowan said retailers have done an
overall better job than last year in keeping the hottest toys in stock — even if
some shipments are coming in dribbles
in the season's
final
days.

There were some surprises.
particularly
Amazing
Amanda, a doll that shows
emotions and recognizes
certain items, because of
its high $99.99 pnce
tag. Another surpnse
was ChatNow. a
pair of $74.99 cell
S.
phones
that
allows kids to
communicate
within a two-,
mite radius with:'
out paying for airtime.
Byrne said he mistakenly thought parents would wan another year or w until
their children were ready to get "the
real thing." rather than spend money
now.
Ed Sctunults, CEO of luxur toy

II See Page 28

Store aisles fill up as the clock ticks toward Christmas In just nine
days,
board game called Mall Madness from
Hasbro Inc. and a styling head related
to Mattel Inc.'s DVD and video "Barbie
and the Magic of Pegasus."
Toy makers Hasbro, which produced
ChatNow and I-Dog, and Playmates
Toys Inc., the maker of Amazing
Amanda, say they ramped up production back in October based on early
demand, but they can't guarantee that
everyone who wants the toys will get
them in time for the holidays.
"We're shipping every piece we can
make," said Wayne Charness. a
spokesman at Hasbro.
All a this is a boon to eBay Inc..
which is selling 85 toys a minute,
according to Jim Migdal, a senior category manager for toys. Last week, the
online auction house sold 2.350 units of
I-Dog, up 68 percent from the previous
week; and 1,600 units of ChatNow, up
45 percent from the previous week.

As in the past few years. there isn't
one must-have holiday hit. But toy sellers such as Toys R Us, Wal-Mart Stores
Inc. and KB Toys Inc., report that they
have been pleased with sales, fueled by .
strong demand across all toy categories,
particularly kid-friendly gadgets. That's
good news for the industry, which has
been in a slump for two years.
"It spreads the wealth around the
industry, and acknowledges that not
every kid wants the same toys," said
Chris Byrne, an independent toy consultant.
Toy retailers are having a "pretty
good holiday season," said Sean
McGowan, analyst at Harris Nesbitt,
who estimated that holiday toy sales
growth will be anywhere from
unchanged to up 2 percent from the
year-ago period, reversing a downward
trend.
That's a big relief for the industry,

rwrit
•••

Toys'A•Usi P
In this undated handout photo released by Toys "R" Us, the doll Amazing Amanda is shown (at left), along with the Chat Now two-way communicator marketed for children (top of page), and Dora's Talking Kitchen (right). Toy Shortages from New York: 11 parents haven't bought some of this season's hot holiday toys by now, they may have to give their children an IOU slip under the tree
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2003 Chevy Trailblazer[Ti
2004 Dodge Durango 4x4 i005 Chrysler Sebring Touring Edible
1 Owner, Sunroof Leather
Stk #CC5259A

16,988*

20" Chrome Wheels, DVD, Loaclee
Stk. #GP5665
(

\

2004 Ford F150 Supercab 1LT 414

$19,988*

11,888*

Rear A/C 3rd Seat Loaded
Stk #GP5688

'8,488*

2005 Dodge Grand Caravan SE r 2000 Chrysler Voyager

14,888*

2000 GMC Safari
3rd Seat, Alloy Wheels
Stk. #GT5280E3

3rd Seat, P/W, P/L
Stk #TC6022A

1,988*

2000 Ford Ranger Ext Cab 1LT

V-8, Sunrotif, Leather, Tow
Pkg., Loaded Stk. #GP5663A

'9,988*

$6,688*

2004 Chevy 2500 Ext.Cab 4 Itr.

1999 Dodge Durango SET 4x4
3rd Seat, R/A/C, Light
Rack, Stk. #GP5691

1991 Ford Windstar GL
V-6, 3rd Seat FtIA/C,
1 Owner. Loaded, Stk OCT6041AA

'8,988*

$4,988*

Disclaimer: All prices plus tax, title & license additional. $6450 doc tee included Some photos tot illustration piapneas

1Thateror ft Takao, Mt Wont To Bo Your Car or Truck Cooloony"

PtP/3t--i 7S9
Automotive Group Used Cars Trucks

\

2001 Jeep Grand Cherokee In

V-6, Auto
Stk. #GP5677A

'61688*

'28,888*

2000 Dodge Durango SLT

Rear A/C, Loaded
Stk. #GP5760

17988*

Duramax Diesel, Loaded,
4x4. Stk. #TC6125A

11,988*

2005 Ford Explorer KT 4x4
3rd Seat, Rear A/C
Stk #GP5680

Loaded
Stk #GT5591A

••M

16,988*

5.4 V-8, Two Tone
Stk #1T5609A

2004 GMC Envoy XUV

V-6, Alloy Wheels, Loaded
Stk StGP5761

s
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NO ONE UNDER 21 AFTER ie ems
SHOWS NIGHTLY 850 TILL 1230.

t.,cket6 a.misOle for those two s.how,,
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' 353-0054

Just compare...
save money & time!
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060
Hip Warded
ORDER pies and cobblers early, by 21st We
are only doing 50
Sandra D's 293-3816
TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

Ell

oommate
Wanted

28R 1BA duplex 2
miles from campus
Fully furnished including washeridryer.
C/HA wireless
Occupied by male jun
tor education major at
MSU $325 month
includes utilities
270)442-1290,
270)519-4831

Lost and Found
Lost: large female cat,
12Ibs medium/tight
gray with dark gray
markings, has light
color spot on right hip.
It seen. call 759-1358
060
Hap Weald

Rukeenotiv,
Position available for
an Experienced ASE
Certified Automotive
Technician Must be
able to diagnosis and
repair vehicles Also
accepting applications for experienced
service writer Pay
based on expenence
Apply in person (a)
Harlan Automotive
408 North 4th Street
or call 270-767-0101
to
or
to

ice
ed
are
the
esthe
me
eren,
ugh

AVON Representatives
needed in your area
Be your own boss Can
make 58-515 per hour.
Call 270-767-0308
CHILDCARE
center
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old. Must be flexible.
Apply 109 S. 15th St..
Murray.

NOW accepting applia
cations Express Tan of
Murray for sales asso
ciates Must have fiexi
ble hours Send or fax
resume
to
1055
Mineral Wells Ave.,
Pans, TN 38242. Fax.
(731)544-9101 or apply
in person.
PADUCAH Sun is look rig for an independent
newspaper carrier in
the Murray area Call
(270)575-8714
for
more into
PARKING ENFORCEMENT/COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR,
MSU Public Safety
Full-time.
benefits.
High school graduate.
two years experience
in
similar position
Computer
required
knowledge required,
public safety experience preferred Some
holiday, evening. weekend work required.
Dispatcher course in
Richmond, Kentucky
(training
required
expenses paid) Salary
$9.05 hourly. Click on
'Employment"
at
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information Apply at: Human
Resources,
Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall. Murray,
KY 42071-3312. EEO,
M/F/D. AA employer.
POSTAL JOSS
$1522 to $21 62/hr,
now hinng For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours
8042.
24
Employment service
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees 53000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only!
1-800-578-8799

CLEANING houses is
my business
Cal
Linda H. 759-9553
D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802
HOUSE cleaning
Rentals/Cabins
753-6671
LOVING mother of 3
would like to care for
your children day/night
(270)978-2028

hop
get

Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street, Murray.
No phone calls
FREE housing and Wakes in return for nightty
live in with elderly
References
female
required 753-7920
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
„ Plaza Hotel. Apply in
I3 person after 6.00PM

Detail
MIRACLES.
housecleaning
and
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interested. please call
767-9428
NEED your home or
business cleaned" Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service, repairs
759.3556

Warehouse Utility Position

able

000

Picking & Processing Orders. Receiving &
Unloading. Inventory Maintenance. Forklift
Expenence. Valid driver's License. Light to
Moderate Lifting, Computer Skills, Self
Motivated/energetic. Competitive wages &

benefits!

1

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 123
Alme, KY 42020

Corapilars
THE
Compute
Remedy
Compute
repair, system recov
ery, and in-home assis
lance 435-4667

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars.
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
Attic*
Fat Sais
40) 7' cedar posts. 12
aluminum row boat
3.000 watt generator
Ladder racks and tool
box off Ford pickup
767-0958. 519-8570
2.06 carat diamond
engagement or eternity
ring. 3 princess cut
center stones with
baguettes on each
side. Diamonds are TT
clarity.
Retail
$9,999.00. Must sell
$4.000 080. Have certification papers.
227-3710 or 227-0447
65* Sony rear projection HD ready TV with
warranty
2-year
$1500 Aquarium: 150
& 220 gallon, both with
equipment 293-7917
ASHLEY wood furnace. $500 753-1977
CALOTREN and other
products: 20% off.
Lose weight and sleep
better safely. Local distributor Call 759-9953
for same day delivery.
CAMOUFLAGE clothing for all ages
Insulated coveralls and
army
underwear
Sporting
Jerry's
Goods.
Mayfield
(270)247-4704
CAROLINA
wood
stove. Free-standing or
fireplace insert Auto
tan system, glass
doors, large firebox.
bums 27 wood. $599.
excellent condition.
Also. two antique parlor
stoves w/ nickel trim,
bums wood or coal.
Must see 270-4365923. 573-620-4566
CHEST freezer, $125
Little Tykes laundry
center, never used,
$30 761-3729
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $15r
each. 270-492-8614
COLEMAN 3-ton air
unit, $100 Coleman
electric furnace, $100
Drop-in electric stove.
riding
Noma
$40
$300
mower,
(270)226-9075
FREE
4-room satellite system.
DVR & HD
FREE
Upgrades
$19.99 per mo for 3
mo + 23 channels of
HBO, Cinemax, &
Showtime FREE for 3
months For more info
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

igp._
EDGERGITIMEN

•MIRKA)

Wishing only the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends a
Merry Christmas without buying the cards, writing the
notes, licking the envelopes, and getting the stamps.
YOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE FULL
COLOR!
Call Jill Stephens and Julie Brown at

7534916

From: The staff of the
Murray Ledger & Times

Articles
Fer Soh
GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods,
walnut cherry, or oak
270-761-3408
HO Televisions
Come by 500 N 4th St
& see our large selection of HD televisions
DLP. LCD, Plasma. &
Projection
Rear
Brands
include
Toshiba. JVC
LG
Zenith & Sanyo
We
also carry TV carts &
Entertainment Centers
Financing available
No payments, no interest until January 07
For more info call
Beasley's 759-0901
HOSPITAL bed
759-0866
KENMORE washer &
dryer 4 years old good
condition
Green
couch. 17' computer
monitor. 293-5865
SCRAPBOOKING &
journaling
supplies
albums, cutting tools,
page protectors. photo
mounting paper &
stickers Discount on
Cali
items
all
(270)761-3574
SOFA that reclines
seat
rocks
Love
reclines
Burgundy.
green. gold
plaid
condition
Excellent
Zenith 37 color TV,
$100 Call 753-8255,
293-3604
WHITE satin wedding
dress
art
capped
sleeves, size 16, $200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

Appaloosa
selection
USED
APPLIANCES

Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

laolprara
MOTORCYCLE, helmets, lackets. boots, &
Jerry's
saddlebags
Sporting Goods in
Mayfield
(270)247-4704

[ffaimw

NEW and used pianos
Great Chnstmas gift
SONICe
Piano
(270)437-4432

Illitme

Lots For Sale

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $11,500
753-6012
270

Metes Homes For Sai
2005 CLOSE OUTS
Singlewides
and
Doubleiredes - Buy
save
today
and
$1,000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 7314424438
98 Century mobile
home. 270-705-9630
11 Repos left Must be
moved by December
15th! Hurry 1/2 price
sate!! 731-584-4926
38R 28A Unbelievable
$13.6950 Hurry 1 only'l
731-584-9430
AWESOME 28x80 4BR
3BA $39,9001
Lot
model only" Call now'
731-584-9109
REDUCED
38R
mobile home and lot
$14,500 753-6012
SINGLE AND 00UBLEWIDES - Bring
That's all
your deed
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 7314424447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
and
Bedrooms
2
Baths'
) Both pnced in
the 550's Call
7314424438 today"

to place your Christmas Greeting Ad today.
Publish Date: Thursday. December 22
Deadline: Monday, December 19 at 5PM
:3 20

1 BR, 1 year old, no
pets. $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109
1 2 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 38R apts available Please call
753-8221
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
•2BR. 1 Bath apt. kt.
appliances. *cf. $425
•113R. 1 bath, with
study *id. $350
753-7559
1BR apt available all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
1BR some utilities paid
no pets $240
767-9037
1BR, 1 bath. near
downtown, deposit and
references required
293-8462
1BR, all appliances
Oaks Apts. starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, low utilities, no
lease required $225
month no pets
753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118
213R, central gas heat.
central air $275 and
up some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
3 Of 4 BR duplex. 1,650
sq f1, 1 car garage, all
appliances $740

1999 Champion 16x60
No pets 2BR, 18.4 21/2 mi 94 East $375
NUS deposit 270-293837. 270-753-7975

1BR all appliances
$325
1 year lease, no pets
753-4937 753-1951

'BR 1 bath on 1/2 acre
it Very clean. yard
included
$300/mo + deposit No
inside pets
(270)623-6314

NEWLY built 2I3R 2BA
Close to university
QUIET area Water and
garbage pickup includ
ed Washer and dryer
$550 per month
753-2225. 759-1509

LARGE
3BR 2BA
$295 753-6012
NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

Extended stay Rooms
available, all furnished.
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included Access to
pool & fitness room
5400'month
$150
deposit Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposrt. Call for information.
(270)753-8407
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St . now accepting
applications for tbr
apt. basic rent $330e
month
2
BR
Townhouse basic rent
$360.00. Call 7531970 Leave Message
LARGE duplex 2-4BR
1 58A with garage. sun
porch. 489-2195
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances Brooklyn Drive
Call 270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apia.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $34000
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for quahhed applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-0221
NICE 2814 duplex
753-7457 or 436-6357
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
7534000.
SMALL 1BR. no pets.
water paid 753-5900
VERY roomy, 2tx.
2 bath. garage, Cki/A.
All appliances, 1 year
lease, I month deposit
no pets. 753:2905

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is

(270)
753-1927

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedmom Apartment.
Central Heat and Air
Accepting 1ppli,

offtefl For Kant

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts. Coleman RE
759-4118

WALK
TO
MSU
Anordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covered
picnic
area
$275.mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

1BR use of common
Utilities furareas
nished Near MSU
Coleman RE
753-9898
MOWN FOf FINN
1489 Lawson
Rd
Stella 4-Bedroom. 2br
upstairs.
1 -bath
$400 00 rent.$400 00
Deposit
Reference
required
(270)247-5787
28R. 1265/mo 38R.
5495/mo 978-0742
3811. 2 bath. Camelot
Subdivision Available
$695
immediately
month 1270)435-4602
293-4602

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Celt (2701 293-4183
9am - 4pm M-F

J&I. RENTALS

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Hnside climate controi
storage
*Security alarmed
•Sate & dean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
'53-9600

M

ortal Prop
For Salo

PARIS TN Best location. coon square, west
side 2 story 2.500
sq ft
per
?toot
(270)489-2116 leave
message
Commexal Prep. For Mot
707 South 12th Street
South Center 1,200
sq ft 710 sq ft
753-1252 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft
restroorns,
Qa`H
of
parking.
plenty
excellent location near
pudicial building 404 N
41b St complex
759-3772
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acre Office space, 2
bat Oorns aqua:vac:1
with gas heat air
hookup steel hoist
beam great lighting
extra large overhead
doors excellent locobon Cal 753-2905 or
293-8595

MINI-STORAGE
Non renting
,1 ocrard at -NS 40• Si.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

Illt&Sopa
AKC Golden Retriever
puppies 293-5423

Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. Kl. 42tr I

LOTS for rent
753-9666

Open Mon-Fri. 9-5; Sat, 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
*ie buy and sell good used Nina.
753 R501

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

T
FIREWOOD $50 a rick
(270)527-8388

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

For Mat

Mice Hour' 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Ct

ININISTORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
:Climate Conttoi

CLASSIFIEDS
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ESTATE SALE

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044.

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"

110+ Acres • Estate of Velma Copeland
By order of the Calloway District Court, the real property included in the Estate of Velma
Copeland will be sold by the Co-Administrators at public auction on Saturday,
December 17,2005, at the hour of 10:00 a.m. on the premises at 191 Copeland Lane,
Kirksey, KY 42054. The property will sell absolute to the highest bidder above the
appraised value of $239,000.00.
The property consists of 110.363 acres including a brick house and outbuildings situated in northwest Calloway County.
Interested persons are invited to inspect the premises at their own risk any time during
daylight hours. PLEASE DO NOT DRIVE IN THE FIELDS. Park at the residence and
walk.
The property has been surveyed by VL Associates and has been appraised by Darnell
Appraisal Service. A copy of the survey and appraisal will be under the carport for public inspection. PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE.
The dwelling house will be open for inspection and someone will be on the premises an
hour before the sale to unlock the residence for viewing and to answer questions
Directions to the property from Murray, Kentucky: Take Hwy. 121 North to Stella,
Kentucky. Take Highway 299 right to Kirksey. Continue approximately one-half mile
past Kirksey north to Beach Road. Turn left on Beach Road and go approximately 2.3
miles to Copeland Lane. Turn left on Copeland Lane which dead ends into the property.
For questions contact Max Parker or Ricky Lamkin, Co-Administrators of the Estate of
Velma Copeland, Calloway District Court, Case No. 04-P-00229
011
Amy

Pets & Supplies

Fast Est*

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

1BR duplex, excellen
nvestment opportunity
can be residential or
commercial Available
today( Call Grey's
Properties 293-8462

12 wooded acres in
Calloway
County
sell
Owner
says
Mill
$35,000
Red
Realty. 270-924-4112

TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125.000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545

Homes For Sale

SHIBA Inu male pup, 6
months old, $50. Shihtzu
pups,
$350,
(270)382-2831

1

11F
hesiock
il iSupptiss

HORSE stalls with
umout for rent. 2-1/2
miles from Expo. 270293-6383

450
Firm For Saki

HORSES Kid broke.
great for Christmas
753-3536

RANCH Style House 8
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
equipment
shed,
5224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

430
%MENAI
1-285 acres Owne
financing
available
1270)489-2116 leave
message

HOUSES for sale in
newly developed subdivision Pick the lot
and house plan of your
choice and we build it
at
Houses
start
$70.000 for 1.200
square feet Pay after
completion
(3
months). Brian 9781323.

Calf us we will be glad
to help

Murray Ledger & Tones
270-7531916

lioloroycaps &ATY's
OWNER will pay 3% of
your closing costs on
this two bedroom bnck
with central heat and
air, hardwood floors in
dining
bedrooms,
room, and living room.
If you are a teacher,
firefighter,
nurse
policemen, seller will
assist with your closing
costs and you can
even be eligible for a
100% loan. CENTURY
21
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors,
270-7531492 We also have
three bedrooms available for purchaser with
same conditions.
1523 Oxford Drive,
4BR, 3BA, 2 story on
large
corner
lot.
$159,900. Call Kim
Baker at 1-502-7535251

03 H-D Sportster XL
100th
1200
Anniversary. 7.4xx mi,
great
condition,
chrome
extras.
(270)748-7332

FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray.
753-9075,
2002 Yamaha Big Bear
227-2193
• 400 4x4 $2,500
SUNKEN fireplace, sun
room, rec room, living
area with formal dining.
4 bedrooms, 2.5 baths,
tile floors, hardwood.
interior brick wall. one
owner, brick ranch,
exclusive to CENTURY
21
Loretta
Jobs
(broker
Realtors.
owned). 753-1492

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

Meet the Babies
of 2005!
Share your precious new
arrival by submitting
a photo ofyour
baby born in 2005.

ACTUAL SIZE OF SPACE

GIRL

Weight:
Length:
Name of
Parents:

Name

Audrey Grace Daulton
July 9, 2005
8 lbs. 10 oz.• 20"
Emily & Eric Daulton

Date of Birth:

Phone.

4, 1

Yowlers
1998 Cadillac STS
Fully loaded, 85,xxx
$11,000. 1974 custom
Volkswagen
Beetle.
Serious inquines only.
$4,000, 492-8083
.1984 El Camino SS,
75,000 miles, loaded.
P/W, P/D. Tilt, Cruise.
AM/FM cassette, 2nd
owner. $3,000 OBO
.
8 piece drum set
$250.00 OBO Call
753-8674 night before
9:00 pm or 753-0212
day 8:00-4:00.

ran vow

FORD Aerostat, Chevy
extended cab

Send $10 payment, photo,
name of baby, date of birth,
weight & length, parents' names*
and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times
iabies 2005
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
no other information will be listed

I.

Publication Date: 1/16/06
Deadline to submit photo and information: 1/10/06
For more information, call
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown at 753-1916

mobile home repair,

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing .Mobile Homes.
•Brick •Idl External Omuta
•Acid Cleaning A%ailable
& Driveways
•We Use Mot Wider •Pariiiitg I

sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry

David Borders
(270)527-7176 or(270) 293-0939

Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
*Certified wife
Installation
•Custom dozer

backhoe service
•Ponds
•Oriveways
ilnsured

530

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodel/
or trouble Lic and ins.
vd) 30 yrs, exp. Call
753-7091

753-9503, 978-0343
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AUTRY
ROOFING
?worn gtr,ri.silteett

6121/Y_AirfflY
: J-747411112•73a4016-41.Cell 731-4154000

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
4 or all residential and
small commercial
painting needs

Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

SIGN UP NOW

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.

for 2006
Lawn Services

l's141.1
re Comirord. 110

firvat Partlirt
i re, .1L3,n1

di'

- iraikisor

sit

David's Home

Water 0at-reele.1 Firx.rs

Braces & Floor Joists
Rernr.deing & Plurnbmg

226-0505

Visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and
270-519-8570

Cell us we will be
METAL Of MURRAY
glad to help.
6" Continues*
Gutter, Flashing
& Metal Roofing Murray Ledger & Times
Owner:
Gres Mewelleid
270-753-1916

(270) WOVIAIS

Horoscope
HAPPY
for
BIRTHDAY
Saturday, Dec. 17, 2005:
You have many unusual opportunities this year. You must be
clear, farsighted and not delay
your responses, or else what you
want could blow up it) your face.
In fact, at times you discover
your efforts will evaporate out of
the blue. Your instincts could be
in conflict with the facts. You
will need to juggle both sides of
an equation. If you are single,
don't plan to make a commitment this year. Consider the fact
that you are shopping the market. so to speak. Enjoy the dating
game. If you are attached, you
might often disagree about
spending. Respect each other's
opinions and agree to disagree.
CANCER likes to be close to
you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difficult

n

Dawl Galloore. Owner

for
293-5438

Diol‘ii I
& timuni Rid!
20 years expericnce
Fret' estimates.

C.

Will Do Insurance Work

492-8192

14.1,
1111nual

of
Si'
U)

Improvement

Calloway
We care about your
*Affordable pricing.
Trash Serve
home. Home repairs,
additions, decks, roof•LOWEST PRICE
ing, floor covering,
•RELIABLE
IN RATES AS LOW AS
landscaping. siding.
S151.40
"FREE ESTIMATES"
L&M
761-3740 293-4945
Call (270)753-1499 or
LAWN SERVICE
(731)247-5464
Leaf mulching &
tcroberlsonettwk net
removal, shrub &
Need hep
tree trimming
DNJ HANDYMAN
Call 753-1816
Promoting
We do all the odd fobs
or 227-0611
you don't have time
Rusine.—
•

1)SNN

gl
svi
fro
me
ra
De

\( ii‘‘ji\c„ I

i.e

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

-Interior & Extenor
.Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No fob too small
•Free estimates
753-8858

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

Pur
Mi

to

by Jacqueline Bigar
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Aim for_ more of what
you want. Listen to everyone
carefully. Friends mix well with
goals. If you have a problem, it
will be one of too many choices
and not enough time. Be willing
to take a nap. Tonight: Where
the party is.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Listen well to a boss.
parent or someone in charge
You will like what is coming
down the path. Take care with
spending, especially spending
to please someone you care
about. Be willing to say no to
someone you care about
Tonight: In the limelight.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You will go overboard
because of your imagination.
You also might get a lot of flak
from someone in charge. Think
twice before you take a major
action. Recognize that you
have
many
alternatives.
Tonight: Put on your dancing
shoes and follow the music.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** A money offer could
come in from left field. Your
sixth sense could make you
wary or touchy. You might feel
as if you need to touch base
with someone whose opinion
you trust. With this person.
you'll make the right decision.
Tonight: Dinner for two.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
***** Others clearly want
your attention. Don't allow anyone to cramp your style. You
might feel that a partner is being
judgmental. Let your reactions
mellow out before having a discussion, if you want to stay in
control. Tonight: Enjoy yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Knowing when you cannot push anymore might be key.
You will want to take your time
and get some extra rest. A must
appearance could take more
energy than you thought. Flow
with the moment. Tonight: Early
to bed.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You are on an unusually creative bent right now Use
your ability to make a difference. Your talent for inventive,
fun happenings could come into
play. Others let you take the
lead. sneak in a nap. Tonight
Paint the town red.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You could find a situation
hot, if nothing else. Your
'05 Chevy Colorado
instincts tell you to head for the
ext.cab LS. Sport pack.
hills. Rather, deal with a key
2,800 mi. $18,500.
'02 650 Yamaha V-Star friend or loved one in an indeClassic. Many extras, pendent conversation. Keep
plans low-key and focused on
$5,000.
'04 Sotttail Heritage. what is important. Tonight:
Black/smokey
gold, Invite others over.
lots of extras, $18,500. TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
'90 Ford F-150 XL. 5.0 **** Others might be more
auto, needs trans work. conflicted than you realize. Do
$1,950. 753-2751
question what might be going
1994 Chevrolet S-10. on with those who seem full of
Air ride. new 18' smiles but testy in their own
wheels
and tires, way. Though you might autostereo system. $4,200 matically say no, it might not be
best Tonight: Chat up a storm.
OBO. 753-7042
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
'93 Chevy stepside
*** You might want to go
Red, good condition
shopping for certain gifts.
437-4785
Watch a tendency to buy one
for them and one for you. You
easily, and we do mean easily,
could do serious damage to
436-5141 A-AFFORDyour budget. Use care if you
ABLE Hauling Clean want to remember
everyone.
out garages gutters
Tonight: Curb the spendthrift in
gunk & tree work
you.
492-8688 ROOF
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
REPAIRS. New
***** Your personality flourRoofs, all types 29
ishes. Think in terms of freeing
years experience. Call
yourself of some self-imposed
Carters
restriction. It's great to be free
A to B Moving. Local
and easy sometimes. Why not
and long distance
now? Buy or do something spemoves. Call Brian at
cial for yourself. Tonight: Happy
270-706-4156
BORN TODAY
as can be.
A-1 Affordable Gutter LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Actor Barry Livingston (1953),
Cleaning Cleaning out *** You could be a bit off, and
actor Bill Pullman (1953)
•••
sheds, junk clean up
others will let you know it.
436-2867
Jacqueline
Bigar is on the
Several options appear. Which
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree one you take varies according Internet at http://www.jacgueto your personality. You always linebigar.com.
Service
Complete
have tree choice. Today is a (c) 2005 by King Features
removal, trimming, etc
perfect example. Tonight: Early Syndicate Inc.
13 years experience
436-2867
to bed.
Used Thiele

•

NAME OF CHILD

2000 Yamaha Breeze
125cc,
excellent
condition.
garage kept.
Honda XR80 dirt bike,
$500. 489-2129,
752-4712

4-wheeler.

270-705-9630

RAM 6S* OF ?oos.row
BOY

227-0906

All. CARPENTRY
Remodeting, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl

a
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CONICSAFEATURES

Rude remarks and behavior
create neighborhood stress

LooldigBack
10 years ago
Murray City Council voted to
purchase two parcels land on L.P.
Miller Street for the North Douglass Renovation Project. The cost
will be $16,000 with $12,000
trom Community Block Development Grant and $4.000 from Murray-Calloway County Economic
Development Project, according
to City Administrator Don Elias.

nois University at Edwardsville
in a basketball game at Murray
with Jeff Hughes high scorers for
Murray. MSU Lady Racers won
68-41 over Liunbuth in a game
at Murray. Sindy Macovik was
high scorer for Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale
Geunn, Nov. 25.

Published is a picture of "A
Box City" made by Murray Eleinentary School students now on
display at West Kentucky Wnither
Museum at Murray State University. The exhibit was made by
P3 classes of Carla Rearoat and
Carolyn Colson and P4 classes
of Kandi Dawson and Jane Whiteside. The photo was by Staff Pho-

Airman Van McGinnis, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. McGinnis, has
been selected foftraining as an
air force aircraft maintenance specialist at Sheppard Air Force Base,
San Afitonio, Texas.
In basketball games, Murray
State College Racers won 10484 over East Carolina at Murray
with Stewart Johnson high scorer for Murray; Calloway County
High School Leiters won 57-40
over South Marshall Rebels with
Jimmy Kelly and Stan Key high
scorers for Laker% and Cothran
for Rebels.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hudson are
today observing their 71st wedding anniversary.
SO years ago

tographer Bernard Kane.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of J.D.
gaybum lighting one of the 342
-candles in the Christmas luminaries along Olive Boulevard last
evening. The Olive Boulevard residents all contributed to the yearly event. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a girl
to Shelia and Thomas Kirks and
a boy to Nancy and Steve Dublin,
Dec. 10; a boy to Kathryn and
Johnny Wilson, Dec. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Lamb will
he married 50 years Dec. 22.

30 years ago
Murray State University Board

of Regentsw voted to give a new
tour-year contract, effective Jan.
I. 1976, to Dr. Constantine Curris, president of MSU. His current contract was to run for 19
months more and was a surprise
to Curris.
Murray State University Racers won 83-81 over Southern Illi-

40 years ago

Harvey Ellis, agricultural representative of the Peoples Bank
of Murray. has been appointed
county agricultural chairman for
Calloway County by the Kentucky Bankers Association.
Mrs. Porter Holland, country.
recreational leader for the Calloway County Homemakers Council. presented a program on "Recreation" at a meeting of the North
Murray Homemakers Club held
at the home of Mrs. Ottis Patton.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Farrell and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller.

DEAR ABBY: My family
and I have lived in this subdivision for 10 years. We are friendly with our neighbors. All of the
children here play wonderfully
together and are of various ages.
One
of
my neighbors,
"Rachel,"
and I were
very close at
one
time,
but we are
recovering
from a fallWMAbin out involving her eldBy Abigail
est daughter.
Van Buren
We are trying to repair
the friendship, but it . has
reached the point that I hate living here.
Rachel is jealous of anyone I
spend time with if it's not her.
She is constantly out in her
yard, and I feel like she watches
everything I do and who comes
and goes. When I spend time
with other neighbors, she retaliates with rudeness and with
negative, insulting comments
and behavior.
How can I get across to her
that although we may have been
close friends at one time, we're
now only friendly neighbors? -WANTS TO MOVE IN OHIO
DEAR
WANTS
TO
MOVE: It appears Rachel has
emotionally regressed to the
grammar school level, where
children assume that if they are

Todaylidlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Dec. 16, the
350th day of 2005. There are 15
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 16: 1773, the Boston
Tea Party took place as American colonists boarded a Bntish
ship and dumped more than 300
chests of tea overboard to protest
tea taxes.
On this date:
In 1653, Oliver Cromwell

became lord protector of England.
Scotland and Ireland.
In 1809, Napoleon Bonaparte
was divorced from the Empress
Josephine by an act of the French
Senate.

In 1905. the entertainment trade
publication Variety came out with
its first weekly issue.
In 1916, Gregory Resputin, the
monk who wielded powerful influence over the Russian court, was
killed by a group of noblemen.
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In 1944, the World War 11 Battle of the Bulge began as German forces launched a surprise
counterattack against Allied forces
in Belgium.
In 1950. President Truman proclaimed a national state of emergency to fight "Communist imperialism."
In 1960, 134 people were killed
when a United Air Lines DC-8
and a TWA Super Constellation
collided over New York City.

friends they "own' each other. I
see no reason to issue any

proclamations. Get your (nessage across by continuing to
have an active social life with
neighbors you enjoy and ignoring her sulkiness. If she makes a
nasty comment, tell her: "You
know, sniping is a very unattractive trait. It makes me want
to see less of you rather than

Mastectomy scars
cause pain )
DEAR 'NIL GOTT:A few years
ago I had a biaIgailstectuamy
am now bevies plias in the
muscle of my right rasa. wen

mutese and other
do not Atiro the Agra(
process. prolong youthfulness trI
have any health benefits whihau.:

my isselders
media my left

cause usti-apag sum:
like any other get-rich .chease.
aimed at separating the sucker:
from Ms er her bra
•
I have an order Item tor the:

arm.
would
occur

Depending
on
the
amount
of
tI ssue

DEAR ABBY: My elderly
mother lives in a small efficienat
Dr. Gott removed
cy apartment. Last year. my outthe time of
of-town siblings -- all of whom
your original
live within 50 miles -- visited
By
breast operaDr.
her on Christmas Day with gifts
• Peter Gott tion.scamng
may
have
she could not possibly use.
One sister brought a set of taken place Mai is now causing
pain. Return to your surgeon and
heavy crystal glasses.(Mother's
hands shake, and she uses a review your symptoms with him
or her. If. indeed. you are sufferplastic drinking cup with a haning from painful scar formation
dle.) Another sister brought a
— an uncommon but recognized
silver tea service (which I had to complication of mastectomy -pack in a closet for her). My the use of anti-inflammatory pills
brother brought her two pieces (such as Motrin) or cortisone injecof heavy luggage (which took tions might relieve your discomfort.
up all the room in a closet).
To give you related informaMama no longer is up to
entertaining, and all those tion. I am sending you a copy of
expensive gifts were useless to my Health Report "Breast Cans..-er
and Disorders." Other readers who
her. She has tried "hinting" that would like a copy should
send a
she doesn't need things like that, long. self-addressed, stamped envebut they refuse to listen.
lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
It would be so much more Box 167, Wickliffe. OH 44092.
helpful if they would instead Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been
cook a meal for Mama, or stop
by a restaurant and bring her a taking GH3. an anti-aging commeal when they visit. She isn't bination, for three months now
up to cooking, and a gift like and haven't felt any change one
that would not wind up packed way or another. Is there any truth
to the claims that are presented
away for the next generation.
by this mail-order group?
When they visit, they usually
DEAR
READER: - Nope
stop by a restaurant and eat, but You're being taken for a glorious
they never stop to consider that ride on the roller coaster of perMama would love a meal. too. I petual youthfulness.
GH3(gero-vita). superoxide distry to cook for her as often as •I
can, but I have a disabled child
at home who is in and out of the
hospital. When I do cook, I
package meals for her that she
can microwave and enjoy. What
Assume you'Se opened with One
Heart and partner has raised to Two
a help it would be if my siblings
Hearts What would you bid now
would do this.
with each of the following three
Why don't people stop and
hands?
take into consideration how a
I.•AJ8•KJ9742•10•A85
2,•6•KQ852•Al•AKQ94
person lives and what his or her
3.•A/94 it AK9543•A.16•
needs are before buying a gift?
Thanks for letting me vent. -CHRISTINE IN SOUTH CARI. Three hearts. Although you
have only 13 high-card points, there
OLINA
is a reasonable chance of making 10
DEAR CHRISTINE: It may
tricks, so you should not throw in the
be that doing what you suggest sponge
by passing Also, at the other
takes too much time and energy. extreme
for those who see the
Or, in the case of your siblings, world through rose-colored glasses
you should not leap to four hearts
the motivation for the expensive
two.
gifts may be guilt. You can't over
Whether you can make a game
change them. but I do recomdepends on the size and shape of
partner's two-heart bid. If you bid
mend you remind them frequently how much your mother three hearts and he holds a maximum
raise such as•Q4 V A853•9643
would appreciate it if they •
K72. he will gladly accept your
would bring her a nice meal
Inv ileum and carry on to four
when they visit. You'll be doing
But if partner holds something like
•K95•Q863•182•964, he sill
them -- and her -- a favor.
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products offered by %ILA Indus.:
tries lac. of Topeka. Kari out
the stuff is expensive Snake asp
salesmen were .as much A pan of
the Old West as pc-sine dogs I
think ‘olla is nw-rs'Iy iintirtuinte
An Amencan tradition
No reputable scientific study has
shown any benefit whatsoever from
nonprescription anti-aging substances. siduelv promise 1114ite energy and fewer wrinkles And. mat.:
ly. think ahout it IS. oubelieve:
for a moment that stoL tors w outst-:
n't rush to get on the handw
on for any effective repasenation.
chemical.'We would he using the:
pop ourselves. slathering in on:
while talking to our stockbroker!
.
about how to invest in the cisnpait Can you honestly conclude:
that an obscure comp4n in Tope-'
Its has found the answer to youthfulness. when.fas NO ONE else his'
Cmon, you need to take a reality pill.
According to my order form.
a six-month supply of GH3 costs
"1199 plus $3 shipping and handling. (Save $430.101". By ms
calculations, you have wasted about
S200. Take your losses and run,
wiser and more experienced. thanking your lucky stats that you didn't get stuck for the lull amount

of $629.10.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy of
my Health Report "Vitamins and
Minerals."
Copyright 2005. Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother.
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440. Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

timed hands, so you should enlist
partner's help
2. Four setrisso. Slain is a distinct possituhty, and the best way to
investigate it is via Blackwood You
plan to bid six hearts if partner shows
one ace by bidding tivc diamonds If
partner's ace is in the trump suit.
you'll be a big favorite to make six.
if it's in spades. you might still has.:
a shot at the slam
Despite the fact that you might not
make 12 tricks even if partner has An
ace, you should go for the slam
because, in the long run, you're
likely to gain more points than you'll
lose

3. Two spades. There is

no ques-

about making a game. the question is w hether there's a slam rvvii
spades (forcing i is the first move in
that direction
Partner doe', not necessarily need a
maximum raise for a slant to he
made It he has no values in clubs,
you probably do KIS e a slam Thus,
partner could have only the king of
spades and king of diamonds and a
pass, and you might have trouble slam would be feasible Or partner
making even nine tneks
could hase• c • Q.182 • K843Alternatively, you could hid three •9762, and a slam would be sirtu-:
clubs (forcing) as a way of inviting ally unbeatable In ins t:ale
part-:
game. The point is that you are not in net cooperates in any %s ay atter your •
a position to decide unilaterally
planned euetseb in spades and diawhether there's a game in the cornmonds. you should undertake A slam
•
Tomorrow: A straw worth grasping
C.11105 King 1 oiturv-s Vywhcabr
•
•
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1 Kind of talk
4 Pound sound
7 TV's Hawkeye
11 Online auction
13 Through
14 Farmland
15 Disco dancer
friyph
16 NASA cariercen
17 Folow Ire garne
tale
18 GwdenScày
20 Slogan
21 Vinyl records
22 Way oft
23 Captain's shout
26 All smiles
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1 Secure a tent
2 Poets black
3 Airport
summons
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5 Insurance
concern
6 LAX regulators
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PREMIER NISSAN
www.premiernissan.us
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LE ^MD MORVORMANCE. YOUIRL COVEREO FROM A-TOZ
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NEW 2006 NISSAN

ALTIMA
MSRP:$20,985
Premier Discount: $1,000
Factory Rebate: $1,000

Mode/ Code #05716
Stock #6067 & 6074

A/C, Power Windows, Locks, Tilt, Cruise, CD Player
& More.

0

2006 Motor Trend
Sport/I tility of the Year

ALL NEW 2006 NISSAN

XTERRA

Mode/ Code #04716
Stock #6098 & 6092

MSRP: $22,985
Premier Discount: $1,000

Power Package, Retractable Cargo, Splash Guards

FREE -3 Day 2 Night Vacation
with a test drive ofany new or pre-owned vehicle. See dealerfor details

Partial List of Available Locations:
Daytona Beach, Florida
Maui, Hawaii
Puerto Vallarta, Mexico

Scottsdale, Arizona
Las Vegas, Nevada
Hilton Head, South Carolina

Gatlinburg, Tennessee
Reno, Nevada

THIS WEEKS PRE-OWNED SPECIALS AT PREMIER NISSAN
1991 Mazda e )00 Chevy 2000 Ford
Protege
Windstar
Blazer
<100.4
_

2003 Nissan 2002 ben 1993 Nissan
2003 Jeep
2005 Nissan
Sentra
liberty Sport Club Cab Wrangler Sport Quest Carob
lIP
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•Gealer retains aii rebates and incentives All prices plus area. title. icense fees and S98.50 administrative tee inCtuded n price. Some photos tor illustration purposes on y

300 Hwy. 77 * Paris, TN
1-800-264-7726 •(731)642-0601
www.premiernissan.us
1

NEW HOURS: Service 7:30-5:00
Sales 8:30-7:00

NO
PROBLEM
Call Denise Foust

r. r.,,3, •

4,981 11,981 19,988*
rea/y to Kili

Had Credit
Problems?

4 ,': .)nlv WC miles

TODAY
731-642-0601
1-800-264-7726

—3O months - Lease $2499 initial payment. Excludes MLitt*,license.

"MstIty !Iv nil Wet find
WY Win Muky
Cu.:7tuM.gef"

